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INFRASTRUCTURE MEETING: SKYWALI( BUILDING PROJECT TEAM 

January 4, 2011, 11:00 am (Nevada time) 

By telephone: 

Present: 	Chairman Wilfred Whatoname, Sr. 
Charles Vaughn 
Victor Ingram 
Monica Fonseca 
Robert Bravo 
Jac! Dugan 
Manuel Mojica 
Ted Quasula 
Erin Forest 
Jack Ehrhardt 
Christine Smith 

The meeting started at 11:00 a.m. (Nevada time); 12 noon (Arizona time) 

AGENDA ITEMS: 

1. Intent and Scope of Project Meeting 

Mr. Ingram is interested in an end product. He wants to put together a proposal to give to the Tribe so 
they can see what it will take to get this project going. 

2. Project History 

Mr. Bravo: 

The Skywalk opened on 03/28/2007. On 12/20/2010, the Tribal Council approved a project to finish the 
first floor of the. Skywalk building and put Mr. Ingram in charge with a completion deadline of March 28, 
2011, the 4th  Anniversary of the Skywalk. Many guests are concerned about the building and they’re 
hearing the same story from us. We need to get thefirst floor opened up. We needthe blessing from 
Tribe to complete this. 

3. Contractor’s Perspective - Permanent Infrastructure vs. Temporary Fixes, Cost Analysis & 
Timeline 

Mr. Mojica put together a list of what needs to be done (Site Requirements): 

a. Permanent Building Power; Minimum Power to Main Switchboard "MSA" 1200a, 
277/480v, 3 Phase 4W (with permanent power from either utility source or 
generators); 

b. Permanent Domestic Building Water; Minimum 2 inch Water line to Building; 
Minimum 70 psi 40’ outside of Building (for toilets, etc.); 
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c. Permanent Building Sewage Discharge; Minimum 6 inch Sewer Discharge line (from 
the building); 

d. Permanent Building Fire Water supply; Minimum 6 inch Fire Suppression Water line; 
Minimum 750 gpm @ 80 psi; 

e. Sidewalk Approach Walkways between existing Walkways and new Building (to keep 
visitors off the dirt); 

f. Sidewalk Approach Lighting between existing Walkways and new Building (this is 
especially necessary in wintertime as it’s a safety issue re: entry and exit); 

g. Landscaping and Irrigation around new Building; 
h. Sidewalk Approach Cover Canopies; and 
i. Sidewalk Approach Cover Heating. 

Items "a" through "d" are the Main items. Mr. Mojica can put a cost analysis together on those items. 

Also neededis some type of barrier or covered fence for crowd control to keep customers out of back of 
house areas. Mr. Mojica said that there has been discussion about where to put the building. This Is 
very important to decide where the utility yard would be located because the location affects the price - 
the farther away, the higher the cost. Alternatively, they could set up temporary facilities. 

Mr. Forest had a question regarding the amount of pressure.Mr. Mojica said 80 psi (I hour w/ 24,000 
gallons available). Mr. Forest then stated that the Tribe can’t provide any of that by 03/28/2011. Mr. 
Mojica knew that and is looking to provide temporary backup. 

Mr. Ingram sees an advantage to having temporary power which would later also serve as backup. Mr. 
Mojica then asked, "How do we do that? 11lhey could use 1 large generator or 2 smaller generators (1 of 
which could then be shut down for maintenance) or 3 generators with an automatic transfer switch 
which could control the demand of power that way. With these 3 scenarios, we have to decide which is 
best suited. Mr. Mojica will work with Mr. Forest to come up with costs, etc. 

Mr. Forest stated that, even on a fast track, power won’t be there for 1 year and we need power in the 
meantime. He said that the First phase is by generator from the airport (4 generators) to the Skywalk 
and the Second phase is bringing in the grid which is years off. Ms. Fonseca commented that if we’re 
getting power in 1 year then we only need temporary power during that 1 year time. 

Mr. Ingram asked whether we should just stay with plywood or get stucco and paint? 

Mr. Mojica will do a cost analysis for the generators and, because we won’t have poWer for a year, a 
generator is cheaper to buy than to rent (@ $7,000+/ month). But, he needs to know the power 
demand before coming up with cost. Also, are we looking at only the first floor or other floors? Mr. 
Ingram stated that we were only authorized to discuss the first floor. 

Mr. Quasula stated that he is a realist. He thinks It will take 1 to 2 years to get power. There is no 
overnight fix. Therefore, he thinks that "temporary" wins out at this stage. Mr. Quasula asked the 
Chairman about whether an agreement for construction of the first floor has been signed? 

The Chairman has never seen any written agreement with the developer. 
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Mr. Quasula said that there was discussion with the lawyers regarding construction of the first floor. 
But, he stated that If nothing has been signed, then there is nothing to talk about. 

Ms. Dugan noted that the construction agreement has been in negotiations but it’s not signed. Mr. 
Quasula said that there has to be a signed document.Mr. Vaughn stated that the Tribe is negotiating an 
agreement with Mr. An but hasn’t gotten anywhere and asked Mr. Quasula if he could talk to Mr. An. 
Mr. Quasula agreed to look into what he can do to get this moving. 

Mr. Ingram stated that the Tribe is ready to commit the resources to make this project happen. 

Mr. Forest asked that if the power and water is off for at least 1 year, then who is responsible to put in 
temporary facilities and maintain them? Who’s paying for them?Mr. Bravo had that same question 
during the 12/20/2010 discussions. Somebody determined the project deadline date of 03/28/2011 and 
that seems really tight. Who will pay for those temporary measures? Should we wait 1 year until a 
permanent infrastructure Is available? 

Ms. Dugan asked if, absent a signed agreement, don’t we revert to the original agreement? Also, what 
does that say about the infrastructure? Mr. Ingram said that anything more than 5 feet outside the 
curtilage is paid bySNWA and GC Development. 

Mr. Ingram asked if the Tribe was ready to go forward? Mr. Vaughn said, "Yes, for the main floor inside 
and outside." 

Mr. Ingram stated that he sees 2 options: Option 1: Wait; Option 2: Pay and let the Tribe know what it 
will cost, 

Mr. Mojica thought that the Tribal Council only agreed to just do 1 floor. Mr. Vaughn agreed because 
doing the first floor would enhance the whole project. The Tribal Council said to just concentrate on 1 
floor because of the negotiations with Mr. An 

Mr. Bravo agreed to go into negotiations once an agreement was signed. Mr. Vaughn said if Mr. An  
signed the 2 agreements, the Tribe would look to finish whole building 

Mr Ingram said the agreement should be signed by Tribal Government and Mr. Majolca’s company. Mr 
Majoica said that Mr. .Iinwould pay for the.contractor. 

Mr. Ingram suggested that the Tribal Council should sit down with SNWA. He wants to proceed with the 
plan - for the first floor only. 

Ms. Fonseca asked that if the contracts are not signed by Mr. 3m, are we still moving forward for the first 
floor only and will the Tribe pay? That answer is unknown. 

Mr.-Ingram said that we haveto start and then figure out who pays. But, Mr. Forest said that these 
temporary fixes will cost a lot of money and we could save money if we did all the floors at one time. 
Mr. Forest said we shouldn’t force the March.281h  deadline. The Tribal Council needs to know what 
costs are. For example, to put in and then remove a 28,000 gallon tank could cost a million dollarsl 
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Mr. Majoica asked if we were talking about the restrooms on the first floor? Mr. Vaughn thinks the 
restrooms are on the main floor. Mr. Majoica thought the Tribal Council approved that along with the 
first floor. 

Mr. Vaughn thinks that the Tribal Council would consider approving completion of the Skywalk provided 
that both agreements (the Skywalk management agreement and the Skywalk Construction 
agreement)were signed and, also, there had to be an accounting procedure in place. 

Mr. Ingram asked Mr. Majoica to get some numbers together for the Tribal Council. Mr. Majoica agreed 
but said they first need to get the location settled.Mr. Ehrhardt already has this planned out because the 
architects (Weller from New Mexico) had a plan that showed locations. Mr. Ehrhardt said that we need 
to get the architects to come out and meet with us. Mr. Bravo has already planned to meet with the 
architects later this month (January 20 th) Mr. Bravo will schedule a presentation and have the Board 
approve that layout. 

Mr. Majoica wants to see the fire protection design of the facility - can his company get a copy of the 
architect’s plans? 

Mr. Forest said that he’s designed a water distribution center already with a good location so it has to be 
coordinated with what the Tribe is doing. The water design is 100% complete; the power design is 50% 
complete. Mr. Majoica saw a copy of that when "Cameron" was involved. 

Ms. Fonseca requested copies of the plans. Ms. Dugan said that the architects have been working on 
this for a longtime. Mr. Majoica stated that the architects had a master plan designed to handle 
sewage -- but it will cost a lot of money to implement that plan. If we want the building built faster for 
March 28th,  then, whatever we do will be temporary. 

Mr. Bravo agreed that we’re looking at 2 years to complete the design. Mr. Majoica doesn’t want to 
wait 2 weeks to get a 2-year plan. Mr. Ingram also wants a plan that can be completed sooner than 2 
years. Mr. Ingram asked Mr. Majoica to work with Mr. Forest and Mr. Ehrhardt regarding locations. Mr. 
Forest said that Mr. Ehrhardt should work with Mr. Majoica regarding choosing locations because he 
(Mr. Forest) ismore of a "nuts & bolts" person. 

Mr. Ingram said that we need a schedule of what we want to do.Mr. Quasula said that March 28" is not 
a drop dead date - there are too many varlables.Mr. Majoica said that everything is going well. 

Chairman Whatoname said that we have to work on a schedule for the Tribal Council of what’s going to 
be done. We have to took at the Weller architects’ plan and have Mr. Ehrhardt look at locations. Then, 
we have to decide when the next meeting will be. The Tribe is waiting for Mr. un to sign the contracts 
and do what needs to be done on those 2 items. Mr. Quasula needs to get with Mr. An to bring this 
about. 

Ms. Fonseca suggested that our attorney, Mr. Thompson should tell us what’s happening with Mr. Jin. 

Mr Majolca asked to read the minutes of the Tribal Council meeting because Mr Majoica thinks the 
Tribal Council approved the restrooms on the firstfloor �wherethere is access to the elevators�and 
not the main floor. 
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Mr. Vaughn said that there were 2 separate motions before the Tribal Council - the main floor room 
inclusive of handicap and regular rest rooms and then Councilwoman Hunter requested that the second 
floor be considered (call that the main floor). 

There was discussion regarding the number of restrooms needed. The number of restrooms is dictated 
by occupancy and square foot per floor. 

Mr. Majolca said that the current plan doesn’t provide for any restrooms on the Skywalk level (the main 
floor) and that restrooms were only discussed for the ground floor (the floor below the Skywalk floor). 
The question is one of functionality, based on what the Tribal Council approved in December (2010). 
Mr. Majoica said that level is where people come in, with the gift shop, and an exit to the Skywaik. He 
thinks the motion included the restrooms on the ground floor. Mr. Vaughn said that the minutes don’t 
speak to that and suggested that Mr. Majoica should ask the Tribal Council to further clarify this. The 
Board and the Tribal Council need to sit down to decide where we’re at. 

Chairman Whatoname said that we need to get the architect involved to decide where the restrooms 
would be located. 

Mr. Ingram summarized the main points of this meeting and participants took the following tasks: 

1. Mr. Vaughn will get clarification of the Tribal Council’s motion re: restrooms, etc. 
2. Mr. Bravo will obtain a copy of the pre-existing design plan. 
3. Mr. Bravo will confirm the date for meeting with the architects. 
4. Mr. Mojica will work with Mr. Ehrhardt on a cost analysis (re: how much will it cost if we do 

infrastructure close to the building or away from the building?). 
S. Mr. Forest will send Mr. Majolca his water and power designs. 
6. This Committee should meet with the architects at Council Chambers. 

Meeting adjourned at 12:05 pm (Nevada time), 1:05 pm (Arizona time) 
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GALLAGHER-& KENNEDY 

LAW OFFICES 

PAUL K. CHARLTON 
SHAREHOLDER 

DIRECT DIAL: (602)530-8585 
E-MAIL PAULCHARLTON@GKNET.COM  

2575 EAST CAMELBACK ROAD 
PHOENIX, ARIZONA:85016-9225 

PHONE: (602) 530-8000 
FAX: (602) 530-8500 

WWW.GKNEt.COM  

January 31, 2,011 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Mark 0. Tratos 
GREENBERG TRAURIG 
3773 Howard Hughes Parkway, Suite 400 North 
Las Vegas, NV 89169 

Re: Hualapai Indian Nation: ’Sa’ Nyu Wg, Inc. - Sky walk 

Dear Mr. Tratos: 

This responds to )OliT Jitniitu’ 27, 2011 letter and message sent on Thursday evening to 
my partner Terry Thompson,  

We have in fact been in contact with your co-counsel Mr. Parker and, most recently, 
agreed with him that we would be in contact with him this week. Also, as we understand that 
you were retained only sometime last month and thus ,  not been part of discussions between 
Our respective clients that have spanned more than two years, we appreciate that you are in the 
process of familiarizing yourself with this matter. 

Both your client and your co-counsel have no doubt informed you that, for much of the 
past two years, the Skywall Management Agreement and Skywalk Construction Completion 
Agreement were the subject of detailed negotiations. Those negotiations culminated with the 
final negotiation session between our respective clients last month, on December (, in Las 
Vegas. At that meeting, with our client having made a final concession regarding insertion of a 
provision as to the circumstances under which the management fee and other issues would be 
revisited, Mr. Jin expressly stated on behalf ofyour client that he had no further issues as to the 
documents and that he was prepared to sign them as so revised. Accordingly, the Tribe was 
quite surprised to receive, long after the December 6 meeting and just prior to the first of this 
month, a communication front your co-counsel Mr. Parker attaching comprehensive rewrites of 
the final agreements (see attached). With respect, the rewrites were not simply "mark ups," as 
you characterize them: they were a complete re-Opening of what we all thought were completed 
negotiations. 

Thus the Tribe is puzzled by your letter’s indication that your client now feels some sense 
of urgency, despite the rewrites apparently being designed to implicate review and approval of 
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Mark G. Tratos 
January 31,201 - 1 
Page 2 

the documents by the federal Bureau of Indian Affairs and a vote of the Hualapal people and the 
delays associated with those processes. This development is particularly troubling in light of the 
project remaining incomplete although it was to be finished years ago, and in light of our client’s 
being burdened with substantial expenses after your client’s representations that the project 
would be built at no expense to our client. Such being the case, it is manifestly not the case that 
your client is "alone carrying the financial burden." 

That being said, we want to assume that the proffered rewrites have been made in good 
faith and not for the purpose of interposing delay. Given the very broad scope and number of the 
requested revisions, you can surely, appreciate that it takes time to digest these myriad proposals 
and to consult with and obtain guidance from our client regarding them. Again, it must be kept 
in mind that agreement had already been reached as to these two documents and that a re-
opening of the recently-concluded negotiations necessarily would entail a review of prior 
compromises, concessions and other items achieved during the past two years and embodied in 
those two agrecment.s. 

You might well be correct that, as perhaps has been the case since the inception of this 
project, there are "differing points of view" within the Tribe. Such a situation can be expected as 
W any topic discussed among the citizens in a sovereign democracy. 

Just as soon as the Tribe has fully considered all of the ramifications of the re-opening of 
numerous issues long thought to be resolved, we will contact you and Mr. Parker. 

Siner.:iy, 

PC:kjh 
Enclosures 
2660101v21 14434.15 

cc: Teddy Parker 
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02/07/2011 11:00 FAX 6025308500 	 GALLAGHER & KENNEDY 	 0 001/008 

- 	 GALLAGHER & KENNEDY 
P.A.  

LAw OFflCES 

2573 EAST CAMELBACK ROAD � PHOENIX. ARIZONA 55016-9225 
PHONE (802) 5308000 FAx (602)5308500 

FACSIMILE TRANSMITTAL 

To: 	 Mark G. Tratos 	Company: 	GREENBERG TRAURIG 

Fax Number: 	702.792.9002 	Voice Number: 702.792.3773 

From: 	 Glen Hallman 	 G D K 
C & K Direct Line: (602) 5308471 

Date: 	 February 7,2011 	
IF YOU DID NOT RECEIVE 
ALL OF THE PACES, OR HAVE 

Client Number; 	14434-15 	 ANY PROBLEMS, PLEASE 
CALL (602) 530-8534 

No. of Pages: 	5, not including cover sheet 

Re: 	 Hualapal Indian Nation: ’Sa’Nyu Wa, Inc. - Skywalk 

Original will follow by mail. 	0 Original will NOT follow by mail. 

COMMENTS; 

Use Only I 
CAUTION; The information contained in this facsimile message is confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity 
named above. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for delivering it to the 
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, or unauthorized use of this communication is strictly 
prohibited. If you have received this facsimilc in Ciror, please notify the sender immediately by telephone, and return the facsimile to the 
sender at the address above via the United States Postal Service. Thank you. 
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02/07/2011 11:01 FAX 8025308500 
	

GALLAGHER & KENNEDY 
	

I 002/006 

GALLAGHER & KENNEDY 

LAW OFFICES 

GLEN HALLMAN.. 
DIRECT DIAL: (602 ) 530-8471 

E-MAIL-  GHKNF1.COM  

Z575 EAST CAMgLMCI( ROAD 
PHOENIX, ARIZONA 850169225 

PsONE; (602) 530-6000 
FAX (602) 530-8500 

WWWGICNEr.COM  

February 7, 2011 

VIA FACSIMILE 702.792.9002  
AND US MAIL 

Mark G. Tratos 
GREENBERG TRAURIG 
3773 Howard Hughes Parkway, Suite 400 North 
Las Vegas, NV 89169 

Re: Hwzlapai Indian Nation: ’Sa’ Nyu Wa Inc - JcvwaIk 

Dear Mr. Tratos: 

This letter responds to your January 31, 2011 letter to my partner Terry 
Thompson, purporting to serve a "Notice of Arbitration." 

As your co-counsel Teddy Parker has surely informed you, he was informed 
almost a year ago, on March 24, 2010, that it had come to the attention of the Hualapai 
Tribal Council that a company known as Y-Travel, an affiliate of Mr. David An, was 
unlawfully operating a shuttle service on the Huaiapai Reservation without having 
obtained prior permission to do so. The Council therefore immediately demanded that Y-

Travel cease and desist from such activities. Attached are Mr. Thompson’s emails of 
March 24, 2010 so informing Mr. Jin. 

When you first introduced yourself via your January 11, 2011 letter, you indicated 
that you were representing Mr. Jin" as to the "Y-Travel matter." Given the prior cease-
and-desist letter, we assumed that Y-Travel was finally contemplating petitioning the 
Tribe for permission to operate on the Reservation. However, if we understand your 
letter of January 31, 2011 correctly, you are claiming that YTI wants to be rewarded for 
unlawfully operating on the Reservation in violation of the Council’s order. 

Your purported "Notice of Arbitration" is in fact an attempt by Y-Travel - which 
has no contract with the Tribe or any of its affiliates - to invoke the arbitration clause of a 
contract with one of its affiliates, Grand Canyon Skywalk Development, LLC. As you 
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02/07/2011 11:01 FAX 8025308500 	 GALLAGHER & KENNEDY 	 lJ003/006 

Mark G. Tratos 
February 7, 2011 
Page 2 

know, the only current agreements pertaining to shuttle service on the Reservation are the 
Diamond Bar and GCW shuffle agreements (the "2010 Shuttle Agreements"). Y-Travel 
is not a party to the 2010 Shuttle Agreements. Also, of course, neither was Y-Travel a 
party to the original 2003 Agreement. In any event, to the extent the 2003 Agreement 
addressed employee shuttles, it was superseded by the 2010 Shuttle Agreements. 

Accordingly, the Tribe’s prior demand that Y-Travel cease and desist operations 
on the Reservation is hereby reiterated. Any further unauthorized conducting of such 
activities constitutes, among other things, trespass on the ReservatiOn, and the Tribe will 
exercise all rights and remedies with regard thereto. 

Furthermore, your attempt to boot-strap Y-Travel into the 2003 Agreement and 
then to use YTI as a pretext for invoking arbitration under the Agreement is misplaced. 

Therefore, we consider the "Notice of Arbitration" to be void and of no effect. 

We also assume that your January 31,’ 2011 letter refutes your previously 
professed desire to re-open negotiation of the remaining agreements, which had been the 
subject of extensive negotiation for over a year, Accordingly, any future correspondence 
regarding this matter should be directed to my partner Paul Charlton or me. 

Sincerely yours, 

GALLAGHER & KENNEDY, P.A .-  

By:  0~§w 
Glen Hallman 

GH:kjh 
26634101 14414-15 

cc: Teddy Parker 
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	 Page 1 of 1 

Hallman, Glen 

From; Thompson, Terence W. 

Sent: Wednesday, March 24. 2010 10:07 AM 

To: 	’Teddy Parker; Teddy Parker (tparkerthird(Mgrnail.com ) 

Subject: Hualapai - YTravel shuttle on reservation 

Teddy, 

Per my voicemail late yesterday, it has come to the Tribal Council’s attention that a company known as Y-
Travel (which is understood to be an affiliate of Mr. Jirt) has been, or has commenced operating a shuffle 
service on the Hualapai Indian Reservation. As I’m sure you can appreciate, operations such as this on a 

� 	reservation require the prior approval of a tribe’s governing body. 

� 	As such, the Council has asked that the Y-Travel shuttle operation cease as of today. Of course, Mr. Jin 
should feel free to discuss this matter with the Council at the meeting next Tuesday. 

Thank you for your courtesy and attention to this matter. 

Best regards! - 

Terry 

Terence W. Thompson 

Gallagher & Kennedy, P.A. 
2575 E. Camelback Road 
Suite 1100 
Phoenix, Arizona 85016 

Phone: 602-530-8515 
Fax: 602-530-8500 
E-mail; twt'krietcorn 
Web site: www.Qkeet.com  

This mcssagc and any uf the attached documents contain information from the law firm of Gallagher & Kennedy, PA 
that may be confidential and/or privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, you may not read, copy, distribute, or 
use this information, and no privilege has been waived by your inadvertent receipt. If you have received thit 
Irmuimission in error. please noLifr the sender by reply e-mail and then delete this message. Thank you. 
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� Hallman, Glen - 

From 	 Thompson, Terence W. 
Sent: 	 Wednesday, March 24, 2010 12:03 PM 

� 	To: 	 ’Teddy Parker: Teddy Parker (tparkerthird@gmail.com ) 
Subject; 	 Hualapai Tri’e - Y-Travel 

Attachments: 	 skywalk transportation.pdf 

EMOX 

skywalk 
nspoiUOfl.pdf 

20  Teddy, 

Following up on our telephone conversation just now, attached is the Y-Travel notice that came to the attention 
of the Hualapai Tribe. 

Pursuant to the direction of the Tribal Council, your letting GCSD or Y-Travel know that the Y-Travel 
operation should cease immediately will be much appreciated. 

Thank you! --

Terry 

1 
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02/07/2011 11:02 FAX 6025308500 	 GALLAGHER S KENNEDY 	 la 006/008 

Memo 
Walk the 

Gnd C.ityon Skywatk rk i, 

Th 	All Employees 

Fisea Skywalk Management 

Date March 6,2010 

Rec 	Pclt 5pdngs & Kkiman 1sportAouI 

Effeive Tuesday, March 9201O, V-Travel will assume the responsibility for providing transportation 
(including a van and a driver) for the Peach Springs and Kingman employees. Please note the 
following daily schedule from Y-Travel: 

05:50 AM arrive at the Lodge, Peach Springs AZ 
0600 AM dept from the Lodge, Peach Springs AZ 
06:45 AM arrive at the Wal-Mart paricing lot near Auto-Zone 
06:55 AM depad ftom the Wet-Mart parking lot 
07:55 AM arrive  at Sky Station switch into dirt road van 
08:00 AM depart Sky Station 
08:45 AM amveatthe Skywallc 
17:00 (5:00 PM) depart the Skywalk 
17:45(5:45 PM) change vans at Sky Station 
17:50(5:50 PM) depart Sky Station 

This time One is proposed and will be adjusted as needed. 

’Note Please see the following one-time prooedure from Y-Travel for Monday, March 6’ 2010: 

’Peach Springs employees drive van to Sky Station in the morning 
*Kingman employees drive van to Sky Station in the morning 
’Once at Sky Station, our drtver will drive Peach Springs and Kingman employees to the Skywalic 
15:00 pm depart Skywalk, switch from dirt road van to Kingman van 

We would like to sincerely thank each driver who has been able to help with the transpcxtalion needS in 
Ow past! Going fond, the new process will help each employee, supervisor, manager, and director 
focus more on the business and have less worry about transportation needs’ 

MPeath Springs & Klngman Transportation 
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M Green bergTraurig 

Reply. 
Mark C Tato 
702) 792-3773 

!iC91B 

February 8, 2011 

Via Email: qh(iknct.com  
Via Fax: 602-530-8500 

Glen Hallman 
Gallagher and Kennedy 
2575 East Cameback Road 
Phoenix, AZ 85016-4240 

Dear Mr, Hallman: 

This communication is in response to your letter of Monday, February 7, 
201 1 which appears to have crossed in transmittal with our Second Arbitration 
Notice to Terry Thompson. 

We find the communication surprising for a number of reasons. First, the 
Tribe well knows in order to operate the Skywalk, which is in a remote location, it is 
necessary for employees to be transported to the facilities. The budget which was 
approved by the Tribe last year expressly has a tine item for that transportation 
which is being provided by Y Travel Specifically’ , the Tribe has approved the 
budget for the payment of V Travel, nevertheless, the Tribe has now asserted that it 
will not pay .Y :  Travel and had, in fact, not paid V Travel for more than eight (8) 
months. 

This conduct of demanding V Travel not operate on the reservation is 
interfering with the Manager’s ability to properly conduct the Skywaik operation. 
Accordingly, we request that you direct which existing carrier you believe may 
properly transport employees to the Skywalk. If you do not designate such a 
carrier, we have no alternative but to continue to try to transport people in order to 
fulfill the needs of the Tribe in continuing to insure that the Skywalk remains open. 
Many of the Tribal members in Peach Tree who are employees depend on this 
service and will be doubly hurt by V Travel not providing the service. 

We do not feel that it i3 necessary to belabor the point, however we close by noting 
that it is completely improper for the Tribe to engage in self seniiny, exclusionary 
conduct which makes it difficult for the Manager to operate the Skywalk in order to 
gain some type of legal advantage over the Manager. This conduct is simply not 

LV 41.514,222v1 28-1 I 
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proper and forms the basis for our client seeking to have the entire matter 
arbitrated. We attach another copy of our Second Arbitration Notice. 

Should you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to call. 

Sincerely, 

GreenbergTraurig 

MGT:dr 
Ends, 

LV 419314.2224 2-8-11 
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02/17/2011 13:52 FAX 6025308600 
	

GALLAGHER & KENNEDY 
	

tJ002/Q03 

GALLAGHER & KENNEDY 
RA. 

LAW OFFICES 

GLEN HAW4AN 
DIREcT ()rAL (802) 530-8471 

E-MAIL 6HxNEr.coM  

2575 EAST CAME.ACK ROAD 
PHOENIX ARIrONA850I6-9225 

PHONE (02) 530-8000 
FAX (802)530-8000 

WWW.GXNEr.cOM  

February 17, 2011 

VIAFACSIMILE 702. 792.9002 
AND USM4JL 

Mark G. Tratos, Esq. 
GREENBERG TRAURICi 
3773 Howard Hughes Parkway, Suite 400 North 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89169 

Re: 

Dear Mr. Tratos: 

This letter responds to yours of February 7, 2011, which enclosed a second 
arbitration demancL 

First, we will assume solely for the sake of argument that the 2003 Agreement was 
not superseded by the compromise embodied by the new Skywalk Management 
Agreement, to which your client personally agreed on December 6, 2010, and that the 
arbitration provision you cite still has applicability. 

Thusly assuming, we have several questions with regard to the Notice of 
Arbitration. 

First, is this notice in addition to or in lieu of the first Notice of Arbitration? 

Second, again, we are unclear what it is your client (which, in this instance, we 
assume is Grand Canyon Skywalk Development, LLC ("GCSD")) wishes to arbitrate. 
The letter mentions three items, none of which we understand. First, you refer to ’the 
failure to account." Failure to account for what? Grand Canyon Skywalk Development 
has been and is responsible for collection of all Gross Revenues, and during the dates 
mentioned in your letter was also In fact handling and disbursing all funds. 
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02/11/2011 13:53 FAX 8025308500 	 8ALLA6HER & KENNEDY 	 IJ003/003 

Mark C. Tratos, Esq. 
February 17,2011 
Page 2 

Second, you refer to a "failure to distribute funds in 2008 and 2009." We do not 
understand what "funds" you claim were not distributed and, in any event as just noted, 
you seem to be saying that GCSD did not distribute funds to itself (which, of course, it 
had no right to do). 

Third, you refer to "efforts to prevent the manager from transporting employees to 
the Skywalk site." We now presume you are referring to the unauthorized trespass of 
your other client Y-Travel on the Reservation - is this collect? And if it is, we believe 
we adequately addressed that issue in our letter of February 11, 2011. 

Also, this would seem an opportune time to point out that your attempt to invoke 
arbitration on these issues contravenes theprior agreement with your co-cowisel W. 
Parker that resolution of any historical monetary issues is to be approached in an entirely 
different manner: once the new agreements were resolved (as they were on December 6, 
2010), the parties would then turn to any ,  remaining historical monetary issues by (1) first, 
sitting down together to review the nature of any such issues and attempting to resolve 
them amicably, (2) second, after a good faith effort in that regard, arranging for a 
mediation session, and (3) if the foregoing does not resolve the matters, then and only 
then seek to arbitrate any remaining issues. 

Accordingly, please let us know the availability of your client, your co-counsel 
and you to meet in Peach Springs for a multi-day session during the week of March 14 to 
discuss these matters. This should allow you adequate time to  be briefed by your co-
counsel on the nature of the issues, as well as the opportunity for you and your co-
counsel to provi.e us with a more definite statement ofthc issues that you perceive. 

Sincerely yours, 

GALLAGHER & KENNEDY, P.A. 

By: 
Glen Haliman 

OH :kjh 
16*.3S / 1443445 
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14ai% Tras. Esq, 
ret:. 1.11279Z-37�73 
t taw.cGri 

Frithy, February Z5..2QU 

Yksimite: 602-530-85OO 

a.yu Wa, Inc. 
do Glen Hailman. 
Qliu her .and, Kónn4y 
2575 East CameIbak Road 
Phoenh AZ 85016-4240 

Re: 	Amitia[ky.wa1k Distributions 
OuRefrence 126465010100 

	

I1 	 "W"WPr01  for the di ihution to W i MtiOtM upon the 
aprm1.by SNW otthe dutnbutrnn to GCD We respot1i41y request that SNW approe 
tI 	sbur$ 	so that the 4eadliries set forth ui th 2003 Agreeniert betwn4Jie prues 

	

Pi 	f: :)tt Ted Q:uu1a $ttr 	 us 

	

With. any 	tiom Or: Oflrb you may JIM, \ ibk 	.to: yt: an iipated 
pperatcn. 
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1. 	Obligations have bccn or will be incurred for the maucr(s), in the se arate itc,iiized 

b. 	Exceptions: 

DISEJRSFN’11NI’ REQUI3S’1 

Number:__022411-5 	 J)ate:__Fob. 	.i., 2011 

US Bank National Association, as Trustee 
copy to: SN\\’ Representative [or Manager Representative, if urswint to $çt ion 3.3.2.41 
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-JJLL 
Walk the Sky 

2241 
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03/02/2011 14:09 FAX 8025308500 
	

GALLAGHER & KENNEDY 
	

16002/003 

GALLAGHER a KENNEDY 
RA 

LAW OFFICES 

GLEN HALLMAN 
DIRECT DIAL (602) 530-6471 

E-MAIL GH@GKNEI.COM  

275 EAST CAMELACK ROAD 
PHORtIIX, ARIZONA 85016-9225 

PHONE (602) 530-8000 
FAX: (602) 530-8500 

WWW.GKNJ.CQM 

March 2, 2011 

VL4 FACSiMILE 702. 792.9002 
AND US MAIL 

Mark G. Tratos, Esq. 
GREENI3I3RG TRAURIG 
3773 Howard Hughes Parkway, Suite 400 North 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89169 

Re: Hualapal Indian Nation: ’So’ Nyu Wa, Inc. - SkwaIk 

Dear Mr. Tratos: 

This letter responds to yours of February 25, 2011. 

First, we assume that the copy of the disbursement request enclosed with your 
letter- was merely a courtesy copy of a draft disbursement request that GCSD was 
simultaneously submitting to SNW. Under both the Development and Management 
Agreement (Article 15.11) and the Skywalk Trust Agreement (Article 3), all such 
requests and drafts thereof must be submitted directly to SNW. Injecting the lawyers into 
the process would be contrary to the Trust Agreement, as well as both unnecessary and 
counterproductive. 

Also, prior to the execution and implementation of the Skywalk Trust Agreement 
in the spring of last year, your client had full control of all funds, and has not adequately 
accounted for that period (including several months in 2010). Thus it is impossible to 
determine whether or not Gross Operating Revenues in 2010 exceeded Gross Operating 
Expenses, and if so by how much. 

� Further, in any event, determining the amount of any distribution would fall within 
the Alternative Dispute Resolution provisions of the Skywalk Trust Agreement (Article 
8). 
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03/02/2011 14:09 FAX 8025308500 	 GALLAGHER & KENNEDY 	 lj003/003 

Mark G. Tratos, Esq. 
March 2, 2011 
Page 2 

Simply, your client, by its own actions in resisting a full accounting of its handling 
of funds, has prevented a determination of whether there are any net revenues from which 
to pay a,Manager’s Fee. 

Finally, we note that the claims you have asserted with regard to Y-Travel 
expenses must be reserved for by SNW, although SNW denies any such expenses are 
payable. 

Sincerely yours, 

GALLAGHER & KENNEDY, P.A. 

By: 
Glen Hallman 

GH:kjh 
26800005/14434-15 
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Pamela M. Overton (AZ Bar No. 009062) 
Aaron C. Schepler (AZ Bar No. 019985) 
GREENBERG TRAURIG, LLP 
2375 E. Camelback Rd., Ste. 700 
Phoenix, Arizona 85016 
Telephone: (602) 445-8000 
Facsimile: (602) 445-8100 
E-mail: OvertonPgtlaw.com ; Schep1erAgtlaw.com  

Mark Tratos (NV Bar No. 1086) (Pro Hac Vice App. Pending) 
GREENBERG TRAURIG, LLP 
3773 Howard Hughes Parkway 
Ste. 400 North 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89169 
Telephone: (702) 792-3773 
Facsimile: (702) 792-9002 
Email: TratosMgtlaw.com  

Troy A. Eid (CO Bar No. 21164) (Pro Hac Vice App. Pending) 
GREENBERG TRAURIG, LLP 
1200 17th  St., Ste. 2400 
Denver, Colorado 80202 
Telephone: (303) 572-6500 
Facsimile: (303) 572-6540 
Email: EidT@gtlaw.com  

Attorneys for Plaintiff 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF ARIZONA 

Grand Canyon Skywalk Development, 
LLC, a Nevada limited liability 
company, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

Charles Vaughn; Waylon Honga; Ruby 
Steele; Candida Hunter-Yazzie; Wilfred 
Whatoname, Sr.; Richard Walema; 
Wynona Sinyella; Sheri Yellowhawk; 
and Barney Imus, Wanda Easter, Jaci 
Dugan, 

Defendants. 

No. 

COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY 
AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 

LV419,352,613v1 3-24-11 
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Case 3:11 -cv-08048- - DGC Document 1 Filed 03/30/11 Page 2 of 15 

-1 
	

For its complaint -against defendants Charles -Vaughn, Waylon Honga, Ruby Steele, 

2 Candida Hunter-Yazzie, Wilfred Whatoname, Sr., Richard Walema, Wynona Sinyella,, Sheri 

3 Yellowhawk, and Barney Imus, (the "Council Defendants") and Wanda Easter and Jaci Dugan, 

4 ("The Administrative Defendants"), with the Council Defendants and the Administrative 

5 Defendants hereafter referenced to as the "Defendants," Plaintiff Grand Canyon Sky walk 

6 Development, LLC ("GCSD") alleges as follows: 

7 
	

NATURE OF THE ACTION 

8 
	

1. 	This is an action for declaratory and injunctive relief. Council Defendants are 

9 members of the Tribal Council of the Hualapai Indian Tribe (the "Tribe"), a federally 

10 recognized American Indian tribe. The Tribal Council (the "Council") intends to pass an 

11 ordinance in the immediate future allowing the Tribe to exercise its purported eminent-domain 

12 power to take certain contractual rights from Plaintiff, who is a non-Indian. The Tribe does not 

13 possess the civil regulatory or civil adjudicatory jurisdiction to exercise eminent-domain power 

14 over non-Indians such as Plaintiff. Further, even if the Council had the authority to affect the 

15 purported "condemnation," the Tribe that they represent does not have the financial ability to 

16 pay just compensation for the taking. Council Defendants, who intend to vote to pass the 

17 ordinance, are therefore acting outside the scope of their authority as members of the Council. 

18 Indeed, these Council members’ planned actions violate well-settled federal common law. 

19 Likewise the Administrative Defendants have administrative positions with the Tribe and/or 

20 Grand Canyon Resort Corporation ("GCRC") and "Sa" Nyu Wa ("SNW"). These 

21 Administrative Defendants intended to, in conjunction with the Council Defendants, seize 

control of the plaintiffs interests, acts which are also outside of the Defendants scope of 

23 authority. Accordingly, the Court is requested to (1) issue a judicial declaration that 

24 Defendants’ planned actions are unlawful and in violation of federal law; and (2) grant 

25 immediate relief in the form of a preliminary injunction to prevent irreparable harm to Plaintiff. 

26 

27 I/I 

28 

2 
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1 
	

PARTIES, JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

	

2 
	

2. 	Plaintiff Grand Canyon Skywalk Development, LLC ("GCSD"), is a limit 

3 liability company, organized and existing under the laws of the ’State of Nevada, with I 

4 principal place of business located in the State of Nevada. 

	

5 
	

3. 	Defendant Charles Vaughn is an individual, an enrolled member of the Tribe, 

6 resident of Arizona, and a member of the Council. 

	

7 
	

4. 	Defendant Waylon Ronga is an individual, an enrolled member of the Tribe, 

8 resident of Arizona, a member of the Council, and an employee of GCRC. 

	

9 
	

5. 	Defendant Ruby Steele is an individual, an enrolled member of the Tribe, 

10 resident of Arizona, a member of the Tribal Council and an employee of GCRC. 

	

11 
	

6. 	Defendant Candida Hunter-Yazzie is an individual, an enrolled member of t 

12 Tribe, a resident of Arizona and a member of the Council. 

	

13 
	

7. 	Defendant Wilfred Whatoname, Sr., is an individual, an enrolled member of the 

14 Tribe, a resident of Arizona, and a member of the Council. 

	

15 
	

8. 	Defendant Richard Walema is an individual, an enrolled member of the Tribe, 

16 resident of Arizona, and a member of the Council. 

	

17 
	

9. 	Defendant Wynona Sinyella is an individual, an enrolled member of the Tribe, 

18 resident of Arizona, and a member of the Council. 

	

19 
	

10. Defendant Sheri Yellowhawk is ah individual, an enrolled member of the Tribe, 

20 resident of Arizona, and a member of the Council. 

	

21 
	

11. Defendant Barney Imus is an individual, an enrolled member of the Tribe, 

�22 resident of Arizona, and a member of the Council. 

	

23 
	

12. Defendant Wanda Easter is an individual, an enrolled member of the Tribe, 

24 resident of Arizona, works as the Tribe’s accountant, and attends council meetings as 

25 1 employee of the Tribe. 

	

26 
	

13. Defendant Jaci Dugan is an individual, an enrolled member of the Tribe, a 

27 of Arizona, an employee of SNW, and oversees SNW’ s financial information. 

3 
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- 	14. 	This Court has subject-matter jurisdiction over the action pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 

§ 1331 because this action arises under the Constitution, laws, or treaties of the United States. 

ISee Commerce Bank v. Long Family Land & Cattle Co., 128 S. Ct. 2709, 2716 (2008) 

I that determining a tribe’s civil authority over nonmembers [of a federally recognized 

I tribe] is a federal question." (emphasis added)).. See, Nevada v. Hicks, 533 U.S. 353, 367 

(Indian tribes’ inherent adjudicative jurisdiction over nonmembers "is at most only as broad as 

its legislative jurisdiction.") 

15. This Court further has subject matter jurisdiction in this instance under Nevada v. 

Hicks, 533 U. S. 353, 369 (2001), which holds that tribal-court exhaustion is unnecessary where 

it would serve no purpose except delay and the tribe’s jurisdiction is clearly precluded. Here, 

tribal civil jurisdiction is clearly precluded because the non-Indian Plaintiff has not expressly 

consented to tribal civil jurisdiction, and neither of the two Montana v. U.S., 450 U.S. 544 

(1981), exceptions apply.’ 

16. The Court has personal jurisdiction over all parties to this action. 2  

17. Venue is proper in this District pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b)(1), (b)(2), 

(b)(3). 

I/I 

I/I 

I/I 

I/I 

’GCSD, the non-Indian Plaintiff, entered into a contractual agreement with a tribally chartered 
corporation, not the Tribe itself. The contract does not give the Tribe any civil jurisdiction over 
Plaintiff. This is true whether asserted against Plaintiffs property directly by the Council, 
through the exercise of its legislative powers, or through the regulatory or adjudicative actions 
of the Tribe’s courts. This is because the Tribe cannot assert any civil jurisdiction over Plaintiff 
as a non-Indian corporation that never expressly consented to the Tribe’s civil jurisdiction. 
2 	Defendants are not cloaked in the traditional doctrine of tribal sovereign immunity. The 
doctrine of Ex Parte Young, 209 U.S. 123, 155-156 (1908), extends to tribal officials whenever 
a plaintiff seeks declaratory or injunctive relief. Accord Burlington N.R.R.. Co. v. Blackfeet 
Tribe, 924 F.2d 899, 901 (9thCir. 1991) ("tribal sovereign immunity does not bar suit from 
prospective relief against tribal officers allegedly acting in violation of federal law.") 
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1 
	

GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 

	

2 
	

The 2003 Agreement for the Construction and Manatement of the Skvwalk 

	

3 
	

18. Mr. David Jin ("Jin") came to the United States from China in 1988. While his 

4 first job was as a dishwasher in a Las Vegas restaurant, by the early 1990s Jin had invested in a 

5 travel company, Trans Tours, that provided tour services to Chinese customers. 

	

6 
	

19. One of the destinations for Trans Tours’ customers was the Grand Canyon. As a 

7 result of his involvement with Trans Tours, Jin developed strong relationships with members 

8 I the Tribe. 

	

9 
	

20. 	Initially, the Tribe had few destination activities or facilities to offer visitors, 

10 than to look over the edge of the Grand Canyon after a long drive on dirt roads. 

	

11 
	

21. Jin formed his own company, Oriental Tours, Inc. ("OTT") in 1995 to cater 

12 travelers primarily from China, Hong Kong, Singapore, and Taiwan. Since 1995, travel to 

13 United States from OTI’s customer base has increased dramatically and continues to grow. 

	

14 	22. For example, the outbound Chinese tourist visitor growth was more than 13 

15 percent from 2009 to 2010, but during the same timeframe, OTT’s revenue increased more than 

16 20 percent. 

	

17 
	

23. 	On information and belief, OTT has become the largest provider of tour servi 

18 to Chinese nationals visiting the Grand Canyon in the Western United States. 

	

19 
	

24. Jin worked with the Tribe to develop helicopter rides and whitewater rafting fri 

20 for tourists on the Tribe’s reservation, with Jin providing funding for pontoon boats a 

21 organizing paying activities for visitors, from which the Tribe greatly benefited and continues 

benefit. 

	

23 
	

25. In 1996, Jin conceived and developed the idea of constructing and operating 

24 glass viewing platform (the "Skywalk") and related facilities on the edge of the Grand Canyon. 

25 26. The Tribe lacked the funding or expertise to move the Skywalk project forwai 

.26 until 2003, when Jin agreed to finance, develop, and operate the Skywalk project as part of 

27 revenue-sharing agreement. 

5 
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1 
	

27. In connection with Skywalk discussions, the Tribe in 2003 formed a tribally 

2 chartered company called ’Sa’ Nyu Wa ("SNW") for the purpose of entering into a revenue- 

3 sharing agreement with a Nevada limited liability corporation to be formed by Jin for the 

4 planning, construction and operation of the Skywalk and related facilities. 

5 
	

28. The Tribe is the sole shareholder of SNW. 

29. The Skywalk was to be located at a place commonly known as Eagle’ Point on 

federal trust property owned by the United States government for the Tribe’s benefit.’ A 

company to be formed by Jin was to manage the Skywalk after its completion. 

30. In accordance with these plans, Jin and other investors formed GCSD (sometimes 

101 referred to herein as "Manager"). The company was created for the purpose of entering into a 

ill relationship with the Tribe, under which GCSD would make a substantial up-front initial 

12 investment in the Skywalk project, and later recoup that investment along with profits, by 

13 managing the Skywalk and related facilities. 

14 
	

31. Consistent with and to effectuate these purposes, GCSD and SNW (collectively, 

15 "the Parties") entered into a Development and Management Agreement (the "2003 Agreement") 

16 on December 31, 2003. See Exhibit 1. 

17 
	32. The 2003 Agreement provided for, among other things, the construction, 

18 management, and operation of the Skywalk and related facilities solely and exclusively by 

19 GCSD. 

33. Shortly after the 2003 Agreement was executed, SNW requested a change order 

21 for substantial expansion of the Skywalk project, expanding the length of the extension of the 

22 projection over the Grand Canyon from 30 to 70 feet and widening the walkway to increase the 

23 visitor capacity. 

24 
	34. These SNW-requested changes required the re-engineering of the project, 

25 significantly delayed the opening, and greatly expanded the cost to construct the Skywalk. 

26 
	

35. GCSD invested more than $25 million in the planning and construction of the 

27 Skywalk project in order to meet its obligations to SNW under the 2003 Agreement. 

28 
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36; Substantial completion of initial phases of the Skywalk occurred in March 2007, 

I when the project opened to the public. 

Operations Under the 2003 Agreement 

37. The 2003 Agreement provided for GCSD to act as. the Manager of the Skywalk, 

but also provided that SNW would perform certain finance and accounting functions relative to 

the project. 

38. An outside Certified Public Accountant was to audit the records of the project 

I an annual basis. 

39. Under the 2003 Agreement, financial information would be provided to GCSD by 

SNW on a monthly basis, and GCSD would be paid quarterly for its Management Fee, with an 

annual reconciliation. 

40. Under the 2003 Agreement, GCSD had the right to, examine and audit the books 

and records of the project on demand. 

41. After the Skywalk opened to the public in 2007, it became apparent that there 

were substantial irregularities in the numbers being reported to GCSD by SNW. 

42. Furthermore, due to the infighting and irregularities, from the signing of the 2003 

Agreement to date, SNW has had six C.RO.s and four separate Boards of Directors. 

43. A fraudulent scheme was uncovered in which employees of a tribally chartered 

corporate entity owned by the Tribe, Grand Canyon Resorts Corporation, were embezzling 

absconding with revenue from Skywalk ticket sales. 

44. Revenue records that purported to relate to ticket sales did not correspond to 

actual number of tickets presented to ’GCSD. Moreover, funds were being transferred to 

from other entities owned by the Tribe without any authorization by GCSD as Manager. 

45. What were to be equal distributions to GCSD and to SNW did not occur. WI 

SNW received funds, GCSD did not receive’ eceiv corresponding distributions. Moreover, paym 

were made to third parties, which were not authorized by GCSD under the 2003 Agreement. 

46. ’ During 2008 and 2009, no distributions were made by SNW to GCS  for 

contractually required Manager’s Fees. 

7 
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1 
	

47. GCSD demanded records and audits as provided by the 2003 Agreement, 

2 SNW did not provide them. 

	

3 
	

48. GCSD demanded arbitration on the issues under the terms of the 2003 Agreement, 

4 but SNW has refused to participate. 

	

5 
	

49. As a result of the refusal of SNW to release financial records or allow an audit 

6 them, the true value of the Skywalk project is difficult to ascertain with precision. 

	

7 
	

50. In response to and as a result of the Scheme and the substantial financial 

8 irregularities it caused, on March 10, 2010, the Parties entered into a trust agreement betw ,  

9 and among GCSD, SNW and U.S. Bank (the "Trust Agreement") to institute at least mmii 

10 internal controls. 

	

11 
	

51. After the institution of the Trust Agreement, reported cash balances increa 

12 approximately $5 million during the nine-month period it was in effect in 2010. 

	

13 
	

52. SNW has still refused to allow a distribution to GCSD for 2010 in violation of 

14 2003 Agreement. 

	

15 
	

53. Despite the requirements of the 2003 Agreement to allow Manager to run the 

16 Project, SNW has increasingly interfered with and impeded .  Manager’s contractual right to 

17 supervise, direct and control the management and operation of the project. 

	

18 
	

54. SNW’s interference with Manager’s contractual rights includes, but is not limited 

19 to, undermining and thwarting Manager’s ability to transport and delivers employees needed to 

20 operate the Skywalk and related facilities, and denying transportation access for employees to 

2.1. travel to and from the Skywalk. SNW has also interfered with the advertising and promotion of 

22 the skywalk and the completion of the skywalk support building. 

	

23 
	

55. GCSD attempted to address some of the above issues by beginning negotiations 

24 for a new management agreement with SNW. SNW terminated negotiations, however, when 

25 GCSD objected to certain SNW proposals. These proposals included the deletion of a specific 

26 provision allowing GCSD to seek compensation with respect to its rights under the 2003 

Agreement in the event of an eminent-domain taking, despite the fact GCSD had invested over 

$25 million in the project, and the Tribe would be orchestrating any taking attempts. 

8 
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56. With negotiations at a standstill, GCSD on February 25, 2011 filed an action in 

Hualapai Tribal Court to compel arbitration on the outstanding amounts due GCSD and other 

issues. See Exhibit 2. 

GCSD’s Contract Rights are Valuable Assets. 

57. GCSD’s rights in the Skywalk Agreements, which pursuant to the 2003 

Agreement and other controlling documents extend for decades to come, are valuable assets. 

58. Typical prices for visiting the Skywalk include $29.95 for a ticket to the Skywalk, 

1$27.99 for a picture on the Skywalk (which is otherwise prohibited); and $14.95 for a meal. 

Souvenirs are sold on site and over the Internet, catering for special events is provided for, anc 

revenue can be generated from sponsorship and filming activities, adding additional revenue 

and profits. A typical family of five visiting the Skywalk can expect to spend $250-300 and 

single tourist bus can produce revenues of more than $4,000. 

59. Annual visitation to the Skywalk is increasing for this new destination, with 

I over 1.4 million visitors to date. 

60. With minimal internal controls finally established under the Trust Agreement, 1 

first credible partial-year revenues have been in excess of $20 million, with cash fib 

exceeding $5 million, even in the midst of a recession and with fuel prices rising. 

61. Foreign travel to the United States from OTI’s feeder countries is continuing 

grow at double-digit rates. The Skywalk has the capacity to absorb the growth and pr 

disproportionally from the revenue, as fixed costs are being carried by base visitation, and p 

person costs for additional tourists are minimal. 

62. In addition to a 50-percent initial share of the net revenue of the Skywalk proj 

GCSD is also entitled to favorable pricing and enjoys the ability to reserve for itself and OTT, 

to 50 percent of Skywalk’s capacity� for its own customers. These contractual entitlements 

become even more valuable as visitation to the Skywalk increases. 

63. Based on the future earnings capacity of the Skywalk, GCSD estimates the va 

of its rights in the Skywalk Agreements are far in excess of $100 million. 

I/I 
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�1 
	

The Tribal Council 

	

2 
	

64. The Tribal Council ("Council") is the Tribe’s governing body. 

	

3 
	

65. The Council is comprised of nine individuals, including a Chairman, a Vice- 

I I Chairman, and seven members. 

	

5 
	

66. The Council passes laws (called "ordinances"), which govern the affairs of 

II Tribe and its members. 

	

7 
	

67. An ordinance becomes law when a simple majority of the Council’s members 

8 II votes in favor of the ordinance. 

	

9 
	

The Tribe’s Plan to "Condemn" GCSD’s Interest in the Parties’ Agreements 

	

10 
	

68. Even though GCSD has operated the Skywalk for nearly four years, SNW has i 

11 paid GCSD the Manager’s Fee called for under the 2003 Agreement, and has blocked access 

12 all of the books and records for the project (the "accounting issues"). 

	

13 
	

69. As a result of SNW’s actions, GCSD has not only been deprived of the fees, but 

14 also lacks the ability even to determine with certainty the amounts it is owed. Most recently, 

15 SNW has interfered with Manager’s ability to manage the workforce responsible for operating 

16 the Skywalk and attendant facilities, and has inhibited Manager’s ability to provide 

17 transportation access to and from the Skywalk for employees. 

	

18 
	

70. As previously telegraphed by SNW’s insistence on a .provision giving, the Tribe 

19 the right to cancel the proposed management agreement in the event of a taking, any proceeds of 

20 a taking, GCSD has recently learned that the Tribal Council intends to pass an ordinance in the 

21 immediate future to "condemn" GCSD’s rights in the 2003 Agreement and the Trust 

Agreement. Put another way, the Tribe, acting through the Council, intends to exercise its 

23 purported eminent-domain power to "take" GCSD’s contractual rights. Upon information and 

24 belief, the Tribe does not intend to pay GCSD just compensation for these rights, nor does the 

25 Tribe apparently have the financial resources to do so. 

	

26 
	

71. GCSD is informed and believes that each of the Defendants favors the proposed 

27 Drdinance "condemning" GCSD’s interest, and that each of them intends to vote in favor of it 

28 nce the issue comes before the Tribal Council. 

10 
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1 
	

72. GCSD is also informed and believes that a vote on the "condemnation" ordinance 

2 is imminent. 

	

3 
	

73. GCSD is also informed and believes that, once the ordinance is passed, the 

4 Council Defendants in concurent with the Administrative Defendant intends to take immediate 

5 possession of GCSD’s contractual interest prior to a case being heard on the merits, effectively 

6 terminating its ability to access the Skywalk and related facilities, let alone its ability run them 

7 as required by the 2003 Agreement. This immediate possession and loss of these valuable 

8 contract rights would cause irreparable harm to GCSD. 

	

9 
	

74. Although the precise justification for Defendants’ planned taking is not yet clear, 

10 GCSD is informed and believes that the "condemnation" is designed to avoid paying past-due 

11 and future Manager’s Fees and other compensation to GCSD, and to allow the Tribe to place an 

12 artificially low value on GCSD’s contract rights, based on inaccurate revenue and profit 

13 information reported by SNW. 

	

14 
	

75. Upon information and belief, neither SNW nor the Tribe has the financial ability 

15 to pay just compensation for any taking of GCSD’s rights in the Skywalk project. 

	

16 
	

76. Defendants’ planned "condemnation" is unlawful for a multitude of reasons, 

17 including, without limitation: 

	

18 
	

(1) Defendants’ (and the Tribe’s) eminent-domain power (if any) does not 

	

19 
	 extend to the property of non-Indians such as GCSD; 

	

20 
	

(2) There is no valid public use for which GCSD’s contract rights could be 

	

21 
	

taken by way of Defendants’ (and the Tribe’s) eminent-domain power (if 

any); 

	

23 
	

(3) For Defendants (or the Tribe) to exercise eminent-domain power (if any) in 

	

24 
	

this manner would constitute a gross abuse of discretion; 

	

25 
	

(4) For Defendants (or the Tribe) to exercise eminent-domain power (if any) in 

	

26 
	

this manner would be arbitrary and capricious; 

	

27 
	

(5) GCSD’s contractual rights are not "property" that can validly be taken by 

	

28 
	

Defendants (or the Tribe) pursuant to their eminent-domain power (if any); 

11 
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1 
	

(6) The Tribe -lacks the financial wherewithal to pay for the proposed taking; 

	

2 
	 and 

	

3 
	

(7) Defendants’ (and the Tribe’s) exercise of eminent-domain power (if any) 

	

4 
	 against GCSD without just compensation would violate GCSD’s civil 

	

5 
	 rights as a non-Indian pursuant to the Indian Civil Rights Act, 25 U.S.C. 

	

6 
	

§ 1302(5). 

7 
CLAIMS FOR RELIEF 

	

8 
	

Count One: Declaratory Relief 

77. GCSD realleges and incorporates by reference each of the preceding paragraphs. 

	

10 
	

78. Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2201, this Court "may declare the rights and other legal 

11 relations of any interested party seeking such declaration, whether or not further relief is or 

12 could be sought." 

	

13 
	

79. As set forth herein, GCSD and Defendants have an actual controversy 

14 GCSD’s rights under the 2003 Agreement and the Trust Agreement, and more specifically, 

15 Defendants’ ability to "condemn" those rights under its purported eminent-domain power. 

	

16 
	

80. GCSD is entitled to, and requests, a declaratory judgment regarding the propriety 

17 of Defendants’ planned imminent "condemnation" of GCSD’ s rights in the 2003 Agreement and 

18 I the Trust Agreement.. 

191 
	

81. 	Specifically, GCSD requests, and is entitled to, a ruling that Defendants’ planned 

taking violates United States Supreme Court precedent. Specifically, Defendants lack civil 

21 jurisdiction over Plaintiff, who is a non-Indian. Neither of the two exceptions provided in 

22 Montana v. United States, 450 U.S. 544 (1981), which holds that Indian tribes ordinarily lack 

23 civil jurisdiction over non-Indians, and narrowed in subsequent Court rulings, is satisfied in this 

24 instance. First, there is no "consensual relationship" between GCSD and the Tribe. GCSD’s 

25 contract is with SNW, a tribally chartered corporation, not the Tribe itself. GCSD has never 

26 expressly consented to the civil jurisdiction of the Tribe’s courts regarding this matter, nor can 

27 the Council legislate against Manager and its property interest using purported "eminent 

28 domain" powers or any other legislative authority. Montana, 450 .U.S. at .65. Nor does the 

12 
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I second exception to the Montana doctrine apply here. Hicks, 533 U.S. at 359 ("WI 

2 nonmembers are concerned, the ’exercise of tribal power beyond what is necessary to pr 

3 tribal self-government or to control internal relations is inconsistent with the dependent st 

4 of the tribes, and so cannot survive without express Congressional delegation." (ci 

5 Montana, 450 U.S. at 564) (emphasis in original)). 

	

6 
	

82. Furthermore, because it is clear that Defendants lack civil jurisdiction over 

7 non-Indian Plaintiff under Montana, exhausting tribal court remedies is also unnecessary. 

8 neither Montana exception applies, the Supreme Court has made it clear that the tribal 

9 exhaustion requirement does not apply to non-Indians such as the Plaintiff. See Strate v. A-i 

10 Contractors, 520 U.S. 438, 459-60 (1997) ("When. . . it is plain that no federal grant provides 

11 for tribal governance of nonmembers’ conduct," so the exhaustion requirement "would serve nc 

12 purpose other than delay."); 

	

13 
	

83. Thus, under United States Supreme Court precedent, Defendants’ eminent-domair 

14 authority does not extend to the property of non-American Indians such as GCSD. Accordingly 

15 each of Defendants, by voting in favor of, or attempting to enforce, the propose 

16 "condemnation" ordinance, is acting outside the scope of his or her authority as a member of th 

17 Tribal Council. 

	

18 
	

84. 	GCSD also requests, and is entitled to, a ruling that Defendants are not entitled 

19 take possession of GCSD’s interest in the SkywÆlk project, without substantiating to this Cot 

20 that the Tribe is capable of paying just compensation for such taking. 

21 
	

85. Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2202, "[f]urther necessary ’or proper relief based on 

22 declaratory judgment or decree may be granted, after reasonable notice and hearing, against ai 

23 adverse party whose rights have been determined by such judgment." 

	

24 
	

86. The Court is requested to grant GCSD any such "further necessary or prop 

25 relief," as appropriate. 

26 I/I 

27 I/I 

28 

13 
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1 - 	 Count Two: Injunctive Relief 	 - 

2 
	

87. GCSD realleges and incorporates by reference each of the preceding paragraphs. 

.3 
	

88. As set forth above, GCSD is likely to succeed on the merits of its claim for 

4 declaratory relief because Defendants’ vote to effectuate a taking of GCSD’s property, or any 

5 attempt to enforce such a taking, violates United States Supreme Court precedent. 

6 
	

89. Unless Defendants are immediately enjoined from casting their votes in favor of, 

7 or attempting to enforce in any manner, the proposed ordinance "condemning" GCSD’s rights in 

8 the 2003 Agreement and the Trust Agreement, GCSD will suffer irreparable harm, and has no 

adequate remedy at law. GCSD’s rights in the 2003 Agreement and the Trust Agreement cannot 

10 be compensated with money damages or, in the alternative, GCSD’s damages cannot easily be 

11 quantified. 

12 
	

90. The balance of hardships tips sharply in favor of GCSD. 

13 
	

91. Public policy favors the issuance of an injunction. 

14 
	

92. Based on the foregoing, GCSD is entitled to temporary, preliminary, and 

15 permanent injunctive relief, barring Defendants, and each of them, from voting in favor of, or 

16 attempting to enforce in any manner whatsoever, any Tribal ordinance whose effect is to 

17 "condemn" or "take" GCSD’s rights in the 2003 Agreement or the Trust Agreement. 

18 
	

PRAYER FOR RIJALEF 

19 
	

WHEREFORE, plaintiff Grand Canyon Skywalk Development, LLC, demands judgment 

against defendants Charles Vaughn, Waylon Honga, Ruby Steele, Candida Hunter Yazzie, 

2.1 Wilfred Whatoname, Sr., Richard Walema, Wynona Sinyella, Sheri Yeliowhawk, and Barney 

22 Imus, Wanda Easter, Jacki Dugan and each of them, as follows: 

23 
	

(a) 	For declaratory relief, as set forth herein; 

24 
	

(b) For a temporary, preliminary, and permanent injunctive relief, as set forth herein; 

25 I/I 

26 I/I 

I/I 

I/I 

14 
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1 	- 	(c) 	For its costs of suit and related non-taxable expenses; and 

2 	(d) For any further, necessary, or proper relief that the Court deems appropriate. 

3 	DATED this 30th day of March, 2011. 

4 	 GREENBERG TRAURIG, LLP 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

By: Is! Pamela M. Overton 
Pamela M. Overton 
Aaron C. Schepler 

By: Is! Mark G. Tratos 
Mark G. Tratos 

By: Is! Troy A. Eid 
Troy A.Eid 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 

all  
15 
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Grand Canyon Skywalk Development, LLC v. Charles Vaughn, et al. 

INDEX TO EXHIBITS TO COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY 
AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 

EXHIBIT 1 	DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT, 
PARTS ONE AND TWO 	 - 

EXHIBIT 2 	COMPLAINT FILED IN HUALAPAI INDIAN TRIBE, 
TRIBAL COURT, PARTS ONE THRU THREE 
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[The remainder of this exhibit has been omitted due to its 
volume. A copy of the complete exhibit is available upon 

request to Steptoe & Johnson LLP, special counsel to 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF ARIZONA 

Grand Canyon Skywalk Development, 	No. CV1 1-8048-PCT-DGC 
LLC, a Nevada Limited Liability Company, 	

[SI 1 II D t 
Plaintiff; 

VS. 

Charles Vaughn, et al., 

Defendants. 

The eleven individually named Defendants - members of the Hualapai Tribal 

Council - filed a motion to stay this proceeding and alternatively to dismiss pursuant to 

Rule 12(b)(6). Doc. 25. Plaintiff Grand Canyon Skywalk Development, LLC opposes 

the motion and renews a request for expedited discovery. Doc. 26. Defendants’ motion 

has been fully briefed. Docs. 25, 26, 27. For the reasons that follow, the Court concludes 

that principles of comity apply and that this case should be dismissed to permit Plaintiff 

to exhaust its remedies in tribal court. 1  

I. 	Background. 

Plaintiff entered into a formal revenue-sharing agreement with ’Sa’ Nyu Wa 

("SNW"), a corporation wholly, owned by the Hualapai Indian Tribe, for the planning, 

construction, and operation of a glass skywalk and related facilities on the edge of the 

1  Plaintiff’s request for oral argument is denied because the issues have been fully 
briefed and oral argument will not aid the Court’s decision. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 78(b); 
Partridge v. Reich, 141 F.3d 920, 926 (9th Cir. 1998). 

52 
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I Grand Canyon on the Hualapai reservation. Doe. 1 at 2. Defendants passed an ordinance 

2 that would, according to Plaintiff, allow the Tribe to condemn Plaintiff’s contract rights 

3 in the skywalk. Fearing that its rights would be condemned by the Tribe, Plaintiff filed 

4 this lawsuit to challenge the validity of the tribal ordinance. Doç. 26 at 8. Plaintiff seeks 

5 a declaratory judgment that the Tribe lacks the power to condemn Plaintiff’s contract 

6 I rights under the ordinance. Doc. 26 at 2. 

7 
	

Defendants argue that considerations of comity between the United States and the 

8 
	

Tribe require that this proceeding be stayed until Plaintiff has exhausted its tribal 

9 remedies. Doe. 25 at 4. Defendants also argue that policies of tribal self-governance and 

10 judicial efficiency require this Court to allow the Hualapai tribal court in the first instance 

11 
	

to determine the scope of its jurisdiction over Plaintiff as well as the validity of the tribal 

12 ordinance. Id. at 5-6. Defendants argue that if comity does not require exhaustion of 

13 
	

tribal remedies, this case should nonetheless be dismissed because Plaintiff has failed to 

14 state a claim under federal law. Id. at 9. 

15 
	

Plaintiff previously filed an action in Hualapai tribal court seeking to compel 

16 SNW to arbitrate disagreements over the skywalk contract. That action remains pending. 

17 Plaintiff argues that this case does not present comity concerns because it involves 

18 different parties and different claims than the pending tribal court case. Doe. 26 at 2. 

19 Plaintiff also argues that exhaustion of tribal remedies is not required because the tribal 

20 
	court 	jurisdiction over Plaintiff. Id. at 3. Finally, Plaintiff argues that Defendants 

21 acted beyond the scope of their legal authority when they passed  an ordinance that could 

22 
	

be used to condemn Plaintiff’s contract rights, and that this allegation raises issues of 

23 
	

federal law sufficient to survive Defendants’ motion to dismiss. Id. at 6. 

24 II. 	Comity and Exhaustion. 

25 
	

"[T]he federal policy supporting tribal self-government directs a federal court to 

2 6 	 stay its hand in order to give the tribal court a full opportunity to determine its own 

27 jurisdiction." Iowa Mut. Ins. Co. v. LaPlante, 480 U.S. 9, 16 (1987) (quotation marks 

28 
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1 
	and citation omitted). This is particularly true when litigation concerns the validity of a 

2 tribal ordinance. As the Ninth Circuit has noted, such litigation goes to the heart of tribal 

	

3 
	self-government and self-determination. As a result, the "tribe must itself first interpret 

4 its own ordinance and define its own jurisdiction." See Burlington N. R.R. Co. v. Crow 

	

5 
	

Tribal Council, 940 F.2d 1239, 1246 (9th Cir. 1991) (requiring plaintiff to exhaust tribal 

6 remedies before district court could take action on its complaint seeking declaratory 

7 judgment invalidating tribal ordinance). 

	

8 
	

Plaintiff argues that comity concerns are irrelevant because this case differs from 

9 the currently-pending tribal court lawsuit, but Plaintiff also correctly concedes that 

10 comity concerns arise even where there is no case pending in tribal court. Doc. 26 at 3. 

11 The Ninth Circuit confirmed this point in Crawford v. Genuine Parts Co., 947 F.2d 1405 

	

12 
	

(9th Cir. 1991), explaining "that principles of comity required federal courts to dismiss or 

13 to abstain from deciding cases in which concurrent jurisdiction in an Indian tribal court 

14 was asserted," and that "[w]hether proceedings are actually pending in the appropriate 

	

15 
	

tribal court is irrelevant." Id. at 1407. Crawford further explained that "[t]he 

16 requirement of exhaustion of tribal remedies is not discretionary; it is mandatory. If 

	

17 
	

deference is called for, the district court may not relieve the parties from exhausting tribal 

18 remedies." Id. (quotation marks and citation omitted). 

	

19 
	

Courts have recognized four exceptions to this exhaustion requirement: "where 

	

20 
	

(1) an assertion of tribal jurisdiction is motivated by a desire to harass or is conducted in 

	

21 
	

bad faith, (2) the action is patently violative of express jurisdictional prohibitions, 

22 (3) exhaustion would be futile because of the lack of adequate opportunity to challenge 

	

23 
	

the court’s jurisdiction, or (4) it is plain that no federal grant provides for tribal 

24 governance of nonmembers’ conduct on land covered by Montana’s main rule." 

25 Burlington N. R.R. Co. v. Red Wolf 196 F.3d 1059, 1065 (9th Cir. 1999). Plaintiff relies 

26 solely on the fourth exception, arguing that it is "plain" that the Hualapai tribal court 

	

27 
	

lacks jurisdiction over Plaintiff. Doc. 26 at 3-6. The Court does not agree. 

28 
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1 
	

Plaintiff’s argument focuses primarily on Montana v. United States, 450 .U.S. 544 

2 (1981). In Montana, the Supreme Court recognized the "general proposition that inherent 

3 sovereign powers of an Indian tribe do not extend to the activities of nonmembers of the 

’4 tribe." Id. at 565. The Court identified two exceptions to this rule - circumstances where 

5 "Indian tribes retain inherent sovereign power to exercise some forms of civil jurisdiction 

	

6 	over non-Indians on their reservation." Id. First, "[a] tribe may regulate, through 

7 taxation, licensing, or other means, the activities of nonmembers who enter consensual 

8 relationships with the tribe or its members, through commercial dealing, contracts, leases, 

9 or other arrangements." Id. Second, "[a] tribe may retain inherent power to exercise civil 

10 authority over the conduct of non-Indians on fee lands within its, reservation when the 

	

11 	conduct threatens or has some direct effect on the political integrity, the economic 

	

12 	
security, or the health or welfare of the tribe." Id. at 566. Plaintiff argues that neither of 

13 the Montana exceptions applies here because Plaintiff did not enter into a consensual 

14 relationship with the Tribe and Plaintiff’s conduct does not threaten the integrity, 
15 

security, or welfare of the Tribe. Doc. 26 at 3-6. 
16 

Plaintiff’s arguments are inapposite in light of recent Ninth Circuit authority 
17 
18 holding that a tribal court has jurisdiction over non-Indians conducting business on tribal 

19 lands regardless of whether the Montana exceptions ’apply. See Water Wheel Camp 

20 
Recreational Area, Inc. v. LaRance, --- F.3d ---, 2011 WL 2279188, at *7  (9th Cir. June 

	

21 
	10, 2011). The Court of Appeals explained in Water Wheel that Montana applies to non- 

22 Indian activities on non-reservation land, and that a tribe has separate authority to 

23 regulate the activities of non-Indians on reservation land. That authority derives from the 

24 ! 
 tribe’s inherent authority to exclude non-Indians from its land. As a result, "where the 

	

25 
	non-Indian activity in question occurred on tribal land,, the activity interfered directly 

26 with the tribe’s inherent powers to exclude and manage its own lands, and there are no 

27 competing state interests at play, the tribe’s status as landowner is enough to support 

28 
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1 	regulatory jurisdiction without considering Montana.". Id. at *9�  Water Wheel further 

	

2 	held that the tribe’s judicial jurisdiction extended as broadly as its regulatory jurisdiction: 

3 While it is an open question as to whether a tribe’s adjudicative jurisdiction 
is equal to its regulatory jurisdiction, the important sovereign interests at 
stake, the existence of regulatory jurisdiction, and long-standing Indian law 

	

5 	principles recognizing tribal sovereignty all support finding adjudicative 
jurisdiction here. Any other conclusion would impermissibly interfere with 

	

6 	the tribe’s inherent sovereignty, contradict long-standing principles the 

	

7 	Supreme Court has repeatedly recognized, and conflict with Congress’s 
interest in promoting tribal self-government. Accordingly, we hold that in 

	

8 	addition to regulatory jurisdiction, the [tribe] has adjudicative jurisdiction 

	

9 	over both Water Wheel and Johnson. 

	

10 	Id. at*11. 

	

11 	In light of Water Wheel, the Court cannot conclude that the tribal court’s lack of 

12 jurisdiction over Plaintiff’s claim is "plain" as required by the only exception to 

	

13 	exhaustion upon which Plaintiff relies. Red Wolf; 196 F.3d at 1065. To the contrary, it 

14 would appear that tribal court jurisdiction is likely. The Hualapai tribal court would 

	

15 	appear to have jurisdiction over Plaintiff for activities conducted on tribal land, including 

16 the construction and operation of the skywaik. The authority recognized in Water Wheel 

would also appear to extend to Plaintiff’s, legal challenge to an ordinance passed by the 

18 Hualapai Tribal Council, on tribal land, to authorize condemnation of Plaintiff’s interests 

19 in the construction and operation of the skywalk on tribal land. There appear to be no 

20 competing state interests like those addressed in Water Wheel. 2  As a result, the Court 
21 

cannot conclude thaf it is "plain" that the Hualapai tribal court lacks jurisdiction over the 
22 

claim asserted in this case. 3  
23 

24 
2  Water Wheel’s discussion of state interests concerned Nevada v. Hicks, 533 U.S. 

25 353 (2001), where the state’s interest in executing a warrant for an off-reservation crime 
was significant to the decision. Water Wheel, 2001 ’WL 2279188 at *8.  No similar state 

	

.26 	interest is present here. 

	

27 	3 Water Wheel also noted that the activity in question in that case - overstaying a 
lease of tribal lands - had interfered directly with the tribe’s inherent powers to exclude 

28 and manage its own lands. Water Wheel, 2001 WL 2279188 at *9�  The Court does not 
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This conclusion comports with Supreme Court precedent. The Supreme Court has 

held that "[t]ribal authority over activities of non-Indians on reservation lands is an 

important part of tribal sovereignty," and that "[c]ivil jurisdiction over such activities 

presumptively lies in the tribal courts unless affirmatively limited by specific treaty 

provision or federal statute." Iowa Mut., 480 U.S. at 18. Plaintiff’s claim in this case 

challenges tribal authority to enact and enforce a tribal condemnation ordinance, a claim 

central to tribal self-government, and the tribal court must be given an opportunity to 

both decide whether it has jurisdiction and to interpret the ordinance. Crow Tribal 

Council, 940 F.2d at 1246. 

For all of these reasons, the Court concludes that the fourth exception to 

exhaustion does not apply. 4  Because Plaintiff has failed to show that any of the 

exceptions to exhaustion apply, comity compels the Court to require that Plaintiff exhaust 

its remedies in tribal court. 

Once a court determines that exhaustion of tribal remedies is required, it has 

discretion to decide whether the case should be stayed or dismissed. Nat’l Farmers 

Union Ins. Co. v. Crow Tribe of Indians, 471 U.S. 845, 857 (1985). In this case, 

dismissal is appropriate. The Tribe has not, sought to apply the ordinance challenged by 

Plaintiff, and may never do so. In addition, Plaintiff’s current tribal court action to 

compel arbitration might result in resolution of the parties’ dispute. 5  Because additional 

litigation to address the validity of the tribal ordinance may never be necessary in this 

read Water Wheel as imposing this requirement as a condition of the tribal authority it 
recognizes, but even if it is a condition, it likely applies here. Plaintiff’s attempt to 
invalidate a tribal ordinance designed to condemn interests on reservation lands would 
appear directly to implicate the Hualapai tribe’s power to manage its own lands. 

The fourth exception is phrased in terms of Montana analysis, which does not 
apply to this case in light of Water Wheel, but the basic question is the same - whether it 
is ’plain" that the tribal court lacks jurisdiction over Plaintiff. Red Wolf, 196 F.3d at 
1065. For reasons stated above, the Court concludes that a lack of tribal jurisdiction is 
not "plain" in this case. 

The parties have reported that the tribal court is requiring them to engage in 
discussions to resolve their differences. Doc. 31. 

6 	 57 
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Court, staying this litigation is unnecessary. The Court will dismiss this action to allow 

Plaintiff to exhaust its remedies in the tribal court. In light of this ruling, the Court need 

not address Defendants’ motion to dismiss under Rule 12(b)(6). 

IT IS ORDERED: 

1. Defendants’ motion (Doe. 25) is granted in part. This action is dismissed 

without prejudice in the interest of requiring Plaintiff to exhaust tribal court 

remedies. 

2. Plaintiff’s Motion for Expedited Discovery (Doe. 26) is denied as moot. 

Dated this 23rd day of June, 2011. 

4. 

United States Disthct Judge 
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 J I 	. 22 
IN THE COURT of THE HUALAPAI NATIO L 	J HUALAPAJ RESERVATION, ARIZONA, 86434 	

RT 
PEACH SPRINGS. AR ZO1A 

GRMW CANYON SKYWALK 	) 	Case No. 201 1-CV-006 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Nevada limited ) 
Liability company 	 ) OIWER: MOTION TO DISMISS 

Petitioner, 	) 
V. 

"SA’ NYU WA, INC., a Hualapai Indian ) 
Tribally chartered corporation 	 ) ARBRITRATION COMPLAiNT 

Respondent(s) 	) 

The Court Finds that: 

1. This matter came before the Court on July 8; 2011, on a Motion to 

Dismiss regarding a December 31, 2011 contract (Agreement) entered 

between the parties, in the above referenced matter. 

2. Present and ready to proceed were Troy Eld and Mark Tratos on behalf 

of the Petitioner, Grand Canyon Skywalk Development, (GCSD) and 

Glen Hallman on behalf of the Respondent, ’SA NYU WA, (SNW). 

3. Hualapai Tribal Court has jurisdiction to hear this matter pursuant to 

Article Vl 2 of the Hualapai Constitution, Chapter 2.2 of the Hualapal 

Law and Order Code (Code) 

4. It is well settled that only the United States Congress or a tribe can 

expressly waive sovereign immunity. 

5. SNW expressly preserved its assertion of sovereign immunity in its April 

1, 2011, Answer and then filed a Motion to Dismiss on June 14, 2011. 

6. A Sovereign Nation has the right and power to state when and how it 

be sued and must be free from interference from .unconsented to 

I 
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1 
	

litigation. SNW is a subordinate economic arm of the government and is 

	

2 
	

entitled to immunity. 

	

3 
	

7. There is no dispute that SNW expressly waived its sovereign immunity 

	

4 
	

the limited purpose of mandatory arbitration. The issue is whether it 

	

5 
	

waived sovereign immunity in Hualapai Tribal Court. 

	

6 
	

B. The Plaintiff has the burden of proving that the claim falls under an 

	

7 
	

express waiver. 

	

8 
	

9. SNW argued that it expressly waived sovereign immunity for the limited 

	

9 
	

purpose of mandatory arbitration in federal court only. 

	

10 
	

10. Article 15, General Provisions §§ 15.4 (a), (b), (C) and (d) read together 

	

11 
	

support SNWs sweeping position. SNW is a subordinate economic arm 

	

12 
	

of government and is entitled to immunity. SNW agreed to mandatory 

	

13 
	

arbitration and expressly agreed to a limited waiver of sovereign 

	

14 
	

immunity. The Governing Laws provision in § (b) identifies Hualapai and 

	

15 
	

Arizona law as applicable, however, § ( C) clarifies any ambiguity. This 

	

16 
	

section indicates that any provision of the agreement determined to be 

	

17 
	

unenforceable shall be reformed or severed by a federal court of 

	

18 
	

competent jurisdiction. The express limited waiver combined with the 

	

19 
	

Choice of Law for arbitration constitutes a mutually agreed upon forum 

	

20 
	

selection. This negotiated forum selection eliminates enforcement of 

	

21 
	

arbitration in Hualapai Court in this case only. 

	

22 
	

11. It counter-intuitive and disappointing, that the attorneys who negotiated 

	

23 
	

the agreement advised SNW to specifically seek arbitration outside 

	

24 
	

Hualapai jurisdiction. However, once the SNW asserts its sovereign 

	

25 
	

immunity, the tribal court is deprived of jurisdiction. 

RA 
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I 
	

12.7be Plaintiff has acted with good faith, complied with each court order 

	

2 
	

and was respectful of the tribal court. 

	

3 
	

13. SNW simply delays the inevitable because it conceded that it expressly 

	

4 
	

waived sovereign immunity for the limited purpose of mandatory 

	

5 
	

arbitration in Federal Court. 

6 

7 IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that: 

	

8 
	

1. Granting SNW Motion to Dismiss based on Sovereign Immunity. 

	

9 
	

2. The Plaintiff has exhausted all tribal court remedies and may seek resolution in 

	

10 
	

federal court pursuant to §15.4 of the Agreement and as conceded by SNW. 

11 

12 

	

13 
	

Dated this 29th  Day of July, 2011 

14 

15 

	

16 
	

Ida B. Wilber, Judge Pro Temp 
Distribution of copies to: 

17 
Petitioner, GCSD 

18 Petitioners Attorney(s) 

19 Respondent, SNW 

20 Respondent’s Attorney(s), 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

3 
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American Arbitration Association COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION RULES 
D.sfr.fr  Rh.I..’.. vrv,c’ IrMw,Jv 	 DEMAND FOR ARBITRATION 

MEDIA 770N. Ifyou would like the AAA to contact the other parties and attempt to arrange a mediation, please check this box. U 
There is no additional administrativefeefor  this service.  
Name of Respondent Name of Representative (if known) 
Sa Nyu Wa Glen Hallman 

Address Name of Firm (if applicable) 
% Glen Hallman, Gallagher & Kennedy Gallagher & Kennedy 

Representative’s Address 
2575 E. Camelbacic Road 2575 E. Camelback Road 

City Stale Zip Code City State Zip Code 
Phoenix AZ 85016- Phoenix AZ 85016- 

Phone No. Fax No. Phone No. Fax No. 
(602)530-8000 (602) 530-8500 (602)530-8000 (602) 530-8500 

Email Address: Email Address; 
GH@GKnet.com  GH@GKnet.com  

The named claimant, a party to an arbitration agreement dated December  31. 2003 	,which provides for arbitration under the 
Commercial Arbitration Rules of the American Arbitration Association, hereby demands arbitration. 

THE NATURE OF THE DISPUTE 
Breath of Contract, Breach of Implied Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing, Conversion. Unjust Enrichment Accounting. 
Injunctive Relief and Attorneys Fees including those set forth in the attached Arbitration Complaint attached hereto as Exhibit A. 

Dollar Amount of Claim $10,000,000.00 Other Relief Sought: 	K Attorneys Fees 	K Interest 
K Arbitration Costs Cl Punitive/ Exemplary C] Other  

Amount Enclosed $ 10,200.00 	In accordance with Fee Schedule: 	[JFlexible Fee Schedule 	KStandard Fee Schedule 

PLEASE DESCRIBE APPROPRIATE QUALIFICATIONS OR ARBITRATQR(S) TO BE APPOINTED TO HEAR THIS DISPUTE: 
Familtanty with commercial contracts and the tourism/hospitality industry. 

Hearing locale Phoenix. AZ 	 (check one) K Requested by Claimant 	J Locale provision included in the contract 

Estimated time needed for hearings overall: Type of Business: Claimant 	Tourism Management 

_____hours or 	10.00 	days RespondentTourist Destination 

Is this a dispute between a business and a consumer? DYes K No Does this dispute arise out of an employment relationship? DYes 9 No 

If this dispute arises out of an employment relationship, what was/is the employee’s annual wage range? Note: This question is required 
by California law. Mess than $I00;000 0$100,000-$250.000  DOver $250,000 

You are hereby notified that a copy of our arbitration agreement and this demand are being filed with the American Arbitration 
Association with arequcst that it commence administration of the arbitration. The AAA will provide notice of your opportunity 
to file an answering statement. 

Sjggmre (nw.Jign 	 we) 	Date: Name of Representative 
Mark Tratos 

Name of CiaimnI Name of Firm (if applicable) 
Grand Canyon13kywalk Development, LIC Greenberg Traurig 
Address (to be used in connection with this case) Represeritative’s Address 
% Greenberg Traung, 3773 Howard Hughes Pkwy, Suite 400 N 3773 Howard Hughes Pkwy. Suite 400 N 
City State Zip Code City State Zip Code 
Las Vegas NV 89169- Las Vegas NV 89169- 
Phone No. Fax No. Phone No. Fax No. 
(702) 792-3773 (702)792-9002 (702) 792-3773 (702)792-9002 
Email Address: Email Address: 
GCSD@gtiaw.com  GCSD@gtlaw.com  
To begin proceedings, please send a copy of this Demand and the Arbitration Agreement, along with the filing fee as 
provided for in the Rules, to: American Arbitration Association, Case Filing Services, 1101 Laurel Oak Road, Suite 100 
Voorhees, NJ 08043. Send the original Demand to the Respondent. 

Please visit our websile at wwwjidr.org  if you would like to file this case online. AAA Case Filing Services can be reached at 877-4954185. 
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Mark Tratos (NV Bar No. 1086) 
Donald L. Prunty (Nevada Bar No. 8230) 
GREENBERG TRAURIG, LLP� 
3773 Howard Hughes Parkway 
Ste. 400 North - 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89169 
Telephone: (702) 792-3773 
Facsimile: (702) 792-9002 
Email: TratosMgtlaw.com ; 
PruntyDgtlaw.com  

Pamela M. Overton (AZ Bar No. 009062) 
Tracy L. Weiss (AZ Bar No. 027289) 
GREENBERG TRAURIG, LLP 
2375 E. Camelback Rd., Ste. 700 
Phoenix, Arizona 85016 
Telephone: (602) 445-8000 
Facsimile: (602) 445-8100 
E-mail: OvertonPgtlaw.com ; WeissTgtlaw.com  

Troy A. Bid (CO Bar No. 21164) (Admitted Pro Hac Vice) 
GREENBERG TRAURIG, LLP 
1200 17"  St., Ste. 2400 
Denver, Colorado 80202 
Telephone: (303) 572-6500 
Facsimile: (303) 572-6540 
Email: EidTgt1aw.com  
Attorneys for Plaintiff 

GRAND CANYON SKY WALK 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Nevada limited 
liability company, 	 Case No. 76 17700191 1 S1M 

Plaintiff, 	 AMENDED ARBITRATION 
V. 	 COMPLAINT 

’Sa’ Nyu Wa, Inc., a Hualapai chartered 
corporation 

Defendant. 

COMES NOW the Plaintiff GRAND CANYON SKYWALK DEVELOPMENT, LLC 

("GCSD" or "Manager"), by and through its attorneys, Greenberg Traurig, LLP, for claims of relief 

against the Defendant, ’Sa" Nyu Wa, Inc. ("SNW"), and alleges and complains as follows: 
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Exhibit 1), "any controversy, claim or dispute arising out of or related to this [2003] Agreement 

shall be resolved through binding arbitration." 

2. Article 15.4(a) further states that "[e]ither party may request and thus initiate 

arbitration of the dispute by written notice . . . to the other party. . . . The arbitration shall be 

conducted in accordance with the Commercial Arbitration Rules of the American Arbitration 

Association then in effect, as limited by Section 15.4(d). 

THE PARTIES 

3. Plaintiff GCSD is a limited liability company organized under the laws of the State 

of Nevada with its principal place of business in Las Vegas, Nevada. 

4. Defendant SNW is a tribally chartered corporation, with its principal place of 

business being on the Hualapai Indian Reservation, within the borders of the State of Arizona. It 

was formed by the Hualapai Indian Tribe ("the Tribe") for the purpose of entering into the 2003 

Agreement with GCSD. Pursuant to Article 15.4(d) of the 2003 Agreement, "SNW expressly 

waives its sovereign immunity with respect to all disputes arising out of this [2003] Agreement," as 

described in that Article. 

5. Non-Party Hwal’bay Ba:j Enterprises, Inc. dba Grand Canyon Resort Corporation 

("GCRC") was at all times pertinent hereto, and still is a Hualapai tribally chartered corporation. 

GCRC was formed by and is owned and controlled by the Hualapai Indian Tribe. GCRC controls 

the entrance to Grand Canyon West and sells entrance tickets to the reservation where the Skywalk 

is located, sells entrance tickets to the Skywalk, sells food tickets redeemable at the Skywalk or 

other locations on the reservation, and runs a gift shop in competition with the Skywalk. 
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NATURE OF THE ACTION 

This is an action for mandatory arbitration for claims and controversies concerning breach ol 

1 contract, breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing, conversion, unjusi 

enrichment, accounting, defamation, civil conspiracy, declaratory relief, and attorney’s fees. 

MANDATORY ARBITRATION PROVISION 

1. 	Pursuant to Article 15.4(a) of the 2003 Development and Management Agreement 

executed between SNW and GCSD (the "2003 Agreement," attached hereto in its entirety as 
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6. Non-Party Hualapai Indian Tribe of the Hualapai Indian Reservation, Arizona (the 

"Hualapai Indian Tribe") was at all times pertinent hereto, and still is, is a sovereign Indian Tribe. 

7. At all times pertinent hereto, the boards of directors of GCRC and SNW have beer 

and continue to be identical. Their board members are chosen by and serve at the pleasure of the 

Hualapai Tribal Council. The boards of GCRC and SNW have even been terminated en masse and 

have had their members’ duties assumed by the members of the Hualapai Tribal Council 

themselves. The Hualapai Tribe is the sole shareholder of both GCRC and SNW. 

FACTS COMMON TO ALL CLAIMS 

8. In 1996, Mr. David Jin ("Jin"), the managing member of GCSD, conceived and 

developed the idea of constructing and operating a glass viewing platform (the "Skywalk") and 

related facilities on the edge of the Grand Canyon and proposed the project to the Tribe. 

9. The Tribe claimed it lacked the internal funding or expertise to move the Skywalk 

project forward until 2003, when Jin agreed to finance, develop, and operate the Skywalk project as 

part of a revenue-sharing agreement. 

10. In connection with the Skywalk discussion, the Tribe formed SNW in 2003 for the 

purpose of entering into a revenue-sharing agreement with a company to be formed by Jin for the 

planning, construction and operation of the Skywalk and related facilities at a location commonly 

known as Eagle Point on federal trust property owned by the United States Government for the 

Tribe’s benefit, with the company formed by Jin managing the entire project. 

11. SNW, GCRC and the Hualapai Tribe represented that it would equally split the net 

revenues from visitors to the Skywalk with GCSD. 

12. Jin and other investors formed GCSD for the purpose of entering into a relationship 

with the Tribe, whereby GCSD would make an initial investment and recoup that investment, along 

with profits from the management of the operations of the Skywalk and related facilities, under a 

comprehensive management agreement. 

13. Consistent with and to effectuate these purposes, SNW and GCSD entered into 

the 2003 Agreement. 
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14; 	The 2003 Agreement provided for, among other -things, the construction, 

management and operation of the Skywalk, and related facilities by GCSD. 

15. Shortly after the 2003 Agreement was executed, SNW requested a substantial 

expansion of the Skywalk project, expanding the length of the extension of the projection over the 

Grand Canyon from 30 to 70 feet and widening the walkway to increase the visitor capacity. 

16. These SNW-requested changes required re-engineering of the project, significantly 

delayed the opening, and greatly increased the cost to construct the Skywalk. 

17. As a result of the change in the project, on February 10, 2004, SNW executed a letter 

amendment to the 2003 Agreement (the "2004 Letter Amendment") which among other provisions 

confirmed SNW and the Hualapai Tribe’s responsibility for delivering infrastructure to the Skywalk 

project. 

18. GCSD invested more than $25 million in the planning, construction and operation 

the Skywalk project under the 2003 Agreement. 

19. Pursuant to Article 15.4(a) of the 2003 Agreement, the Parties have elected to have 

"any controversy, claim or dispute arising out of or related to this agreement. . . resolved by binding 

arbitration." Moreover, pursuant to Article 15.12 of the 2003 Agreement, the prevailing party in an 

arbitration will be entitled to recover attorney’s fees in such amounts as the arbitrator or arbitration 

panel may judge reasonable. 

20. In Article 2.1 of the 2003 Agreement, SNW engaged GCSD to "act as the developer 

and manager of the [Skywalk] Project throughout the Construction Term and the Operating Term in 

accordance with the terms of and having the duties set forth in this [2003] Agreement." 

21. Article 2.3 of the 2003 Agreement provides: "During the Operating Term, Manager I 
shall manage the [Skywalk] Project in accordance with the requirements of this Agreement, with 

full responsibility and authority to supervise, direct and control the management and operation of 

the Project." 

22. Article 3.1(a) of the 2003 Agreement provides, in relevant part, that SNW shall pay 

GCSD a fee equal to 50-percent of Net Revenues, as defined in the 2003 Agreement (the Manager’s 

Fee). 
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SNW will provide it with copies of all books of account and other records of the Skywalk project. 

26. Article 4.2(a) of the 2003 Agreement requires, in part, that SNW deliver to GCSD 

within 20 days of each calendar quarter an interim accounting showing the results of operation for 

the Skywalk project, and stating the amount of the Manager’s Fee. 

27. Article 4.2(b) of the 2003 Agreement provides, in relevant part, that within 60 days 

of the end of each fiscal year, SNW shall deliver to GCSD an unaudited annual income statement 

and balance sheet showing gross revenues, gross operating expenses, and net revenues for the 

Skywalk project with any other information necessary to make computations required for the fiscal 

year. 

28. Article 4.2(c) of the 2003 Agreement provides, in relevant part, that the annual 

�financial statements for the project shall be audited by an independent Certified Public Accountant 

("CPA") selected by SNW. 

29. Article 4.5 of the 2003 Agreement provides, in part, that GCSD may audit the books 

and records of the Skywalk project, and that SNW agrees to make all books and records available 

for the audit. If the results of an audit show any discrepancies that would affect amounts paid or 

payable by GCSD under the 2003 Agreement, then within 10 days of the completion of the audit 

and the determination of such discrepancy, the 2003 Agreement requires the Parties to make any 

necessary adjusting payments between themselves to remedy the discrepancy. 

30. Article 15.5 of the 2003 Agreement provides that the 2003 Agreement "may not be 

modified, amended, surrendered or changed, except by a written instrument executed by SNW and 

Manager." 
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23. Article 3.3 of the 2003 Agreement provides for interim payment of 90-percent of the 

Manager’s Fee by SNW on a quarterly basis. 

24. Article 4 of the 2003 Agreement sets forth the responsibilities of the Parties in 

regards to financial and business books and records of the Skywalk, accounting and related audits. 

25. Article 4.1 of the 2003 Agreement requires, in part, that SNW keep full and adequate 

books and records in accordance with Generally, Accepted Accounting Principles ("GAAP"), that 

such books and records shall be available to GCSD, and within 30 days of GCSD’s written request, 
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Operations of the Skywalk after Opening 
Accounting Records 

31. The Skywalk opened to visitors on March 28, 2007, with GCSD operating the 

facilities. 

32. SNW was required to maintain the financial and business books and records of the 

Skywalk under the 2003 Agreement. However, within the first few weeks, SNW determined that it 

was unable to fulfill this obligation. 

33. SNW then requested GCSD to engage David J. Emry & Co., Ltd. (Emry), CPA’s, to 

assist in maintaining the books and records of the Skywalk. 

34. While GCSD provided timely, accurate and transparent information to Emry, Emry 

was denied access to SNW’s books and records for non-GCSD activity, including ticket sales by 

GCRC and receipts and disbursements of SNW. Therefore, Emry did not have the information to 

produce a complete and accurate set of books and records for the Skywalk. 

35. With the opening of the Trust Account, accounting for the Skywalk were internalized 

with the direct hiring of accounting personnel for the Skywalk operations. 

36. SNW has refused and continues to refuse to produce accounting information it is 

obligated to produce under the 2003 Agreement to allow a full accounting for the Skywalk and 

amounts owed by and between the parties. 

GCRC Ticket Sales and Revenue 

37. SNW’s sister company GCRC controls the access to Grand Canyon West where the 

Skywalk is located. Visitors to the Skywalk must first stop at GCRC’s controlled entrance and 

purchase a ticket to enter the Hualapai reservation. At this point GCRC has the first opportunity to 

sell visitors a ticket to the Skywalk. GCRC also offers and sells meal tickets that may be redeemed 

at the Skywalk or, alternatively, at the other Hualapai stops within Grand Canyon West. GCRC’s 

sales of Skywalk entrance tickets make up approximately 40-60% of all Skywalk entrance sales. 

Other tickets are sold by GCSD at the Skywalk facility or through bulk ticket sales to bus and air 

travel companies. 
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beyond the amount eventually charged by the contractor. 

40. Beginning in 2008, SNW stopped returning any funds to cover Skywalk expenses. 

The sales from the Skywalk ticket counter by GCSD were redirected to the operating account to 

cover some of the expenses. In order to fund necessary repairs to the Skywalk, GCSD’s affiliate 

OTTI advanced funds to Skywalk Operations which were then applied to later ticket purchases by 

OTT I. SNW failed to pay GCSD a Manager Fee for 2008. SNW refused to account for the 40-60% ’  

of the entrance ticket sales made by GCRC or for food ticket sales made by GCRC. On information 

and belief, at least a portion of the ticket revenues was delivered by GCRC to SNW, however, these 

funds remain unaccounted for. 

41. In 2009, SNW continued to refuse to account for GCRC’ s sales with such amounts 

I being retained by SNW or GCRC. GCSD made requests for records from SNW, but such requests 

were not honored. The Flualapai Tribal Council terminated the entire SNW and GCRC boards 

directors and assumed control of the operations itself citing a total lack of financial controls by the 

prior boards. SNW again failed to pay GCSD a Manager Fee for 2009. 

42. Despite the requirements of the 2003 Agreement, SNW has not paid GCSD its 

Manager’s Fee, nor did it have an independent audit performed by a CPA, for the years of 2007 to 

date. Furthermore, SNW has not provided the required financial statements, has not allowed GCSD 

access to the books and records of the Skywalk project, and has not made such records available for 

an audit by GCSD for that time. 

43. Despite the requirements of the 2003 Agreement to allow GCSD to manage the 

Skywalk, SNW has interfered with and impeded GCSD’s contractual right to supervise, direct and 

control the management and operation of the Skywalk by, without -limitation, making unjustified 

419,618,1730 LV 126465.010700 	 Page 7 of 22 
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38. Beginning with the opening of the Skywalk in March of 2007, all receipts from the 

Skywalk were deposited by armored car to SNW’s bank accounts. SNW issued checks back to 

GCSD to fund operating expenses. 

39. A payment of approximately $370,000 was made to GCSD and deemed to be a 

distribution to GCSD to apply to the Manager’s fee for 2007. This amount was not based on a 

calculation of the amount due, but rather was an agreed upon retention of funds advanced for repairs 
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-1 demands and refusing to make payments relative -to employees, employee housing, employec 

2 transportation, advertising, promotional expenses, and the like. 

44. Despite the representations of SNW, GCRC and the Hualapai Tribal Counsel that ii 

would equally split the net proceeds of revenue from Skywalk Visitors, these parties conspired to 

divert revenue from GCSD by charging and increasing the amount of an entrance fee to Grand 

Canyon West, where the Skywalk is located and retaining the entire amount of the entrance fee. 

Construction since the Skywalk Opening 

45. When SNW requested massive changes in the scope and cost of the Skywalk, the 

parties decided to proceed on a design build basis in order to start cash flow from operations, and to 

allow the Tribe and GCRC to collect additional entrance fees without waiting for the full project 

completion. 

46. The Skywalk opened in 2007, when the Glass Bridge was complete. 

47. The visitor’s center, as contemplated in the 2003 Agreement, was only to have been 

5,500 sq. ft. Changes required by SNW pushed the size of the visitor’s center to over 25,000 sq. ft. 

48. Under the terms of the 2003 Agreement, SNW had to approve plans for construction. 

The Hualapai Tribe, as the local permitting entity, also had to grant approval of any work to be 

performed on the Skywalk project. 

49. SNW and members of the Tribal Council delayed the completion of the shell of the 

Skywalk’s visitors’ center by failing to provided necessary utilities and infrastructure, delaying 

design approval, and at times issuing stop work orders. 

50. The shell of the building was substantially completed in 2010, however, SNW and 

the Tribe have not allowed GCSD to complete the interior of the building. 

51. On information and belief, tribal and SNW representatives did not want to approve 

the completion of the building interior because of the effect a completed facility would have on 

GCRC’s food and beverage revenue. 

52. On December 20, 2010, the tribe finally approved the completion of one floor in the 

visitor’s center (that had no food and beverage, or bathroom facilities), but in a subsequent meeting 

a tribal representative challenged whether bathrooms were to be included in the approved level. 
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53. Additionally, because of the added mobilization costs involved in completing the 

construction on a piecemeal basis, GCSD again requested permission to finish the entire building al 

one time. As a result, the SNW representative was to verify approval with and seek additional 

approvals from the Tribal Council. 

54. Thereafter, representatives of SNW and the Tribal Council told GCSD that executing 

the Draft Agreements was a necessary prerequisite for approval of any construction. 

55. As GCSD was and is unwilling to accept the Draft Agreements as written, SNW and 

the Tribal Council has refused to approve further construction. 

The Unsigned Draft Agreements 

56. In 2010, based in part on the expanded scope of the Skywalk that was specifically 

requested by SNW, and the failure of SNW to pay amounts owed to GCSD as required by the 2003 

Agreement, the Parties began a negotiation process to adjust their contractual relationship. GCSD 

has at all times participated in these negotiations in good faith. 

57. This negotiation process resulted in the execution of a Document titled "Skywalk 

Trust Agreement dated as of March 10, 2010 among SNW, GCSD and US Bank National 

Association, as Trustee" (the "Trust Agreement") to help resolve cash control and disbursement 

issues after the effective date. 

58. Although the Trust Agreement provided for a strengthening of the internal controls 

related to Skywalk funds, it did not relieve SNW of the requirements under the 2003 Agreement to 

pay amounts due to GCSD or others, including but not limited to the managers fee, employee 

housing and transportation, employee salaries, advertising and the like. 

59. Additionally, the Parties’ negotiations sought to determine whether the 2003 

Agreement should remain in effect, in whole or in part, and to resolve various other issues between 

the parties regarding the management of the Skywalk and the completion of the Visitor’s Center. 

60. During these negotiations, several versions of draft documents entitled "Skywalk 

Management Agreement" and "First Floor Tenant Improvement Agreement" (the "Draft 

Agreements") were circulated for discussion purposes, but have never been finalized, agreed to, 

approved or executed by the Parties. 
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61. GCSD has refused to execute the SNW proposed documents, in part, because of 

provisions which would take away GCSD’s favored ticket pricing and because of provisions that 

might allow the Hualapai Tribe to take GCSD’s interests by eminent domain, without 

compensation. 

62. SNW has refused to proceed with negotiations, claiming the 2003 Agreement has 

been superseded by the unsigned Draft Agreements, thereby adversely affecting Skywalk operations 

and inflicting serious financial damage on GCSD, all in violation of both the 2003 Agreement and 

the Trust Agreement. 

Attempts By SNW And Certain Tribal Council Members To Malign GCSD And Take Away 
GCSD’s Contractual Rights 

63. On information and belief, GCRC and/or SNW has failed to maintain adequate 

internal controls over their funds, resulting in the termination of personnel from both GCRC and 

SNW by the Hualapai Tribal Council. 

64. In order to prevent disclosure of such weaknesses and of possible losses, and to 

deprive GCSD of the moneys it is currently owed and is entitled to in the future, on information and 

belief, SNW and certain members of the Tribal Council have taken steps to improperly take 

GCSD’s contractual rights. 

65. SNW and the Tribe hired a publicity firm and began a campaign to malign GCSD’s 

reputation and to raise support for the Tribe’s taking of GCSD’s interest in the 2003 Agreement as 

amended and related rights. 

66. On April 4, 2010, the Tribal Council passed its first eminent domain statute in its 

history tailored directly to take GCSD’s interests in the Skywalk without having to pay adequate 

compensation. 

67. On May 28, 2010, as a part of SNW’s campaign to malign GCSD, statements were 

publically made by Charlie Vaughn in the Hualapai newsletter "Gamyu" on May 28, 2010 that 

GCSD owed SNW over $10 million, and separately that GCSD refused to go to arbitration, both of 

which were false. 

68. GCSD has met on multiple occasions with SNW to identify and resolve the issues 
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- identified in this arbitration complaint and to attempt to obtain the information necessary to-resolve 

these disputes without success. 

FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Declaratory Judgment that 2003 Agreement Remains in Force and that the 2004 

Letter Amendment is Valid) 

69. GCSD realleges and incorporates by reference each of the preceding paragraphs as 

though fully set forth herein. 

70. GCSD and SNW have an actual controversy regarding whether the 2003 Agreement, 

to the extent not superseded by the 2004 Letter Amendment, the Trust Agreement or other 

documents executed by the Parties, remains in force and effect, or whether the Draft Agreements 

have superseded all or portions of the 2003 Agreement, including the Arbitration Provision. GCSD 

contends that the 2003 Agreement as amended remains in full force and effect. 

71. In contrast, SNW asserts that the 2003 Agreement has been superseded by the 

unsigned Draft Agreements. 

72. As a result, SNW has, from time to time, refused to participate in arbitration, as 

required under the 2003 Agreement, to resolve the instant claims presented herein. 

73. Due to this impasse, the operation of the Skywalk is impaired and the Parties are 

suffering financial and other damages as they continue to employ persons and deal with vendors 

.without certainty as to which agreements control their relationships. 

74. - Accordingly, GCSD requests a determination of its rights and duties and a 

declaration that: (i) the 2003 Agreement remains in force and effect, to the extent not superseded by 

documents executed by the Parties; (ii) that the 2004 Letter Amendment constitutes a valid and 

binding amendment to the terms of the 2003 Agreement; (iii) that the unexecuted Draft Agreements 

are of no force or effect; and (iii) that SNW must abide by the mandatory Arbitration Provision in 

the 2003 Agreement. 

75. A determination in this action is necessary and appropriate at this time, and under the 

circumstances, in order that the Parties may ascertain their rights and duties under the 2003 

Agreement. 
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1 	- 	76. 	GCSD has been - required to retain legal counsel to enforce its rights and seeks 

2 recovery of all reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs incurred in this action. 

3 
	

SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF 

4 
	 (Breach of Contract 2003 Agreement) 

77. GCSD entered into valid and enforceable agreements with SNW whereby SNW was 

required, among other things, to: 

a. Allow GCSD to manage the Skywalk in accordance with the requirements of 

the 2003 Agreement, with full responsibility and authority to supervise, direct and control the 

management and operation of the project. 

b. Keep full and adequate books and records in accordance with .GAAP; 

C. 	Provide books and records to GCSD within 30 days of its written request; 

d. Deliver to GCSD within 20 days of each calendar quarter an interim 

accounting showing the results of the operation for the Skywalk, and stating the amount of the 

Manager’s Fee; 

e. Within 60 days of the end of each fiscal year deliver to GCSD an unaudited 

annual income statement and balance sheet showing gross revenues, gross operating expenses, and 

net revenues for the Skywalk with any other information necessary to make computations required 

for the fiscal year; 

f. Select an independent CPA as auditor and have performed an annual audit by 

such independent CPA; 

g. Make records available for a separate audit by GCSD; 

h. Pay necessary and reasonable business expenses of the Skywalk Operations, 

including without limitation, costs for employees, employee housing, employee transportation, 

advertising and promotional expenses, and the like; and 

i. Pay GCSD the Manager’s Fee in accordance with the 2003 Agreement; 

78. GCSD has performed in full all of its obligations, covenants and conditions 

contained in the 2003 Agreement with SNW, except for those obligations, covenants, and 

conditions from which it has been lawfully excused from performing. 
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79. 	SNW has breached the 2003 Agreement with GCSD by: 

a. Not allowing GCSD to manage the Skywalk in accordance, with the 

requirements of the 2003 Agreement, with full responsibility and authority to supervise, direct and 

control the management and operation of the project; 

b. Not keeping full and adequate books and records in accordance with GAAP; 

C. 	Not providing books and records to GCSD within 30 days of its written 

request; 

d. Not delivering to GCSD within 20 days of each calendar quarter an interim 

accounting showing the results of the operation for the Skywalk, and stating the amount of the 

Manager’s Fee; 

e. Not delivering to GCSD within 60 days of the end of each fiscal year an 

unaudited annual income statement and balance sheet showing gross revenues, gross operating 

expenses, and net revenues for the Skywalk with any other information necessary to make 

computations required for the fiscal year; 

f. Neither selecting an independent CPA as auditor nor having performed an 

annual audit by such independent CPA; 

g. Not making records available for a separate audit by GCSD; 

h. Not paying necessary and reasonable business expenses of the Skywalk 

Operations, including without limitation, employee housing, employee- transportation, advertising 

and promotional expenses, and the like; and 

i. Not paying GCSD the Manager’s Fee in accordance with the 2003 

Agreement. 

	

80. 	As a direct, proximate and legal result of SNW’s breach of contract, GCSD has been 

damaged. 

	

81. 	GCSD has been required to retain legal counsel to enforce its rights and seeks 

recovery of all reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs incurred in this action. 
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TifiRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Breach of 2003 Agreement and the 2004 Letter Amendment) 

	

82. 	GCSD incorporates each and every preceding paragraph as though fully set forth 

herein. 

83. GCSD entered into a valid and enforceable agreement with SNW whereby SNW was 

required, among other things, to: 

a. Build infrastructure including, but not limited to roads, water, power, and 

communications to the Skywalk. 

b. Compensate SNW and its affiliates for certain transportation services on an 

agreed upon basis 

	

84. 	GCSD has performed in full all of its obligations, covenants and conditions 

contained in the 2003 Agreement with SNW, except for those obligations, covenants, and 

conditions from which it has been lawfully excused from performing. 

85. SNW has breached the 2003 Agreement with GCSD by: 

a. Not delivering the promised infrastructure, including, but not limited to 

roads, water, power, and communications to the Skywalk. 

b. Not compensating SNW and its affiliates for transportation services as agreed 

in the 2003 Agreement and the 2004 Letter Amendment. 

	

86. 	As a direct, proximate and legal result of SNW’s breach of contract, GCSD has been 

damaged. 

	

87. 	GCSD has been required to retain legal counsel to enforce its rights and seeks 

recovery of all reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs incurred in this action. 

FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Fraud - 2004 Letter Amendment) 

	

88. 	GCSD incorporated each and every preceding paragraph as thought fully set forth 

herein. 

	

89. 	SNW represented to GCSD that it would build infrastructure including, but not 

limited to roads, water, power, and communications to the Skywalk. 
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1 
	

90. 	SNW knew or believed - that its representation was false, or that defendant had a 

2 insufficient information for making the representation that it would build infrastructure including, 

3 U but not limited to roads, water, power, and communications to the Skywalk. 

4 
	

91. 	SNW intended to induce plaintiff to expand the scope of the Skywalk based on the 

5 representation that it would build infrastructure including, but not limited to roads, water, power, 

6 and communications to the Skywalk. 

7 
	

92. 	GCSD justifiably relied upon -SNW’s representations; 

8 
	

93. 	After inducing GCSD to expand the scope of the Skywalk and expend in excess of 

9 $25 million, SNW failed to build infrastructure including, but not limited to roads, water, power, 

10 and communications to the Skywalk. 

94. GCSD sustained damages as a result of SNW’s actions. 

95. GCSD has been required to retain legal counsel to enforce its rights and seeks 

recovery of all reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs incurred in this action. 

FIFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Conspiracy to Commit Fraud - Promise to Equally Split Net Proceeds from Visitors to 

the Skywalk) 
96. GCSD incorporates each and every preceding paragraph as though fully set forth 

herein. 

97. SNW, in a conspiracy with GCRC, represented to GCSD that they would equally 

split the net proceeds from visitors to the Skywalk. 

98. SNW and GCRC knew or believed that their representation was false, or that 

defendant had insufficient information for making the representation that it would equally split the 

net proceeds from visitors to the Skywalk with GCSD. 

99. SNW and GCRC intended to induce plaintiff to enter into the 2003 Agreement based 

on the representation that it would equally split proceeds from visitors to the Skywalk. 

100. GCSD justifiably relied upon SNW and GCRC’s representations expending over $25 

million on the Skywalk; 

101. After inducing GCSD to perform under the 2003 Agreement, SNW conspired with 

GCRC to divert moneys from visitors to the Sicywalk by charging and increasing entrance fees fort 
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Skywalk Visitors to access the Skywalk through Grand Canyon West, without equally splitting the 

net proceeds with GCSD. 

102. GCSD sustained damages as a result of SNW’s actions. 

103. GCSD has been required to retain legal counsel to enforce its rights and seeks 

recovery of all reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs incurred in this action. 

SIXTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Negligent Misrepresentation as to Hualapai Entrance Fees) 

104. GCSD incorporates each and every preceding paragraph as though fully set forth I 
herein. 

105. SNW failed to exercise reasonable care or competence in obtaining or 

communicating information to GCSD as to the nature and amount of entrance fees that GCRC 

required and would require during the term of the 2003 Agreement. 

106. GCSD justifiably relied on the information that SNW provided or failed to provide 

on the nature and amount of entrance fees that GCRC required and would require during the term of 

the 2003 Agreement. 

107. GCSD suffered damages as a result of the information that SNW provided. 

108. GCSD has been required to retain legal counsel to enforce its rights and seeks 

recovery of all reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs incurred in this action. 

SEVENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Negligent Misrepresentation as to SNW and/or the Hualapai Tribe providing Infrastructure 

to Skywalk) 

109. GCSD incorporates each and every preceding paragraph as though fully set forth 

herein. 

110. SNW failed to exercise reasonable care or competence in obtaining or 

communicating information to GCSD as to the nature and timing of infrastructure SNW and/or the 

Hualapai Tribe would provide to the Skywalk, including without limitation roads, water, power and 

communications during the term of the 2003 Agreement. 
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111. - GCSD justifiably relied on the information that SNW provided or failed to provide 

on the nature and timing of infrastructure to be provided to the Skywalk during the term of the 2003 

Agreement. 

112. GCSD suffered damages as a result of the information that SNW provided. 

113. GCSD has been required to retain legal counsel to enforce its rights and seeks 

recovery of all reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs incurred in this action. 

EIGHTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Breach of the Implied Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing) 

114. GCSD incorporates each and every preceding paragraph as though fully set forth 

herein. 

115. Under applicable Arizona law, the 2003 Agreement contains an implied covenant of 

good faith and fair dealing. 

116. As a result of SNW’s actions, inactions and omissions, SNW violated the implied 

covenant of good faith and fair dealing. 

117. As a direct, proximate and legal result of SNW’s breach of the implied covenant of 

good faith and fair dealing, GCSD has been damaged. 

118. GCSD has been required to retain legal counsel to enforce its rights and seeks 

recovery of all reasonable attorney’s fees and costs incurred in this action. 

19 	 NINTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 

20 
	 (Conversion) 

21 
	

119. GCSD incorporates each and every preceding paragraph as though fully set forth 

22 herein. 

23 
	

120. SNW has wrongfully exerted dominion over GCSD’s money and property, including 

24 but not limited to the Manager’s Fee owed to GCSD. 

25 
	

121. The dominion over GCSD’s money and property was in derogation, exclusion and 

26 defiance of its rights to that money and property. 

27 
	

122. As a direct, proximate and legal result of the conversion by SNW, GCSD has been 

28 damaged. 
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123. GCSD has been required to retain legal counsel to enforce- its rights and seeks 

recovery of all reasonable attorney’s fees and costs in incurred in this action. 

TENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Unjust Enrichment) 

124. GCSD incorporates each and every preceding paragraph as though fully set forth 

herein. 

125. SNW has unjustly retained money and property belonging to GCSD, including the 

Manager’s Fee owed to it. 

126. The unjust retention by SNW over GCSD’s money and property is against the 

fundamental principles of justice, equity and good conscience, and in violation of traditional. 

Hualapai law. 

127. As a direct, proximate and legal result of the unjust retention of money and property 

by SNW, GCSD has been damaged. 

128. GCSD has been required to retain legal counsel to enforce its rights and seeks 

recovery of all reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs incurred in this action. 

ELEVENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Accounting) 

129. GCSD incorporates each and every preceding paragraph as though fully set forth I 
herein. 

130. SNW has denied GCSD access to the Skywalk Project’s Books for the period of 

March 2007, to present to determine the amount of money it is due for its services. As a Party to the 

2003 Agreement, GCSD is entitled to audit, examine and make copies of the Skywalk Project’s 

Books. 

131. As a direct, proximate and legal result of being a party entitled to examine the 

financial and business records related to the Skywalk, including but not limited to the Skywalk 

Project Books, GCSD demands an accounting and inspection of SNW’s books and records as they 

pertain to the Skywalk for the period of March 2007 to present. 
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132. Additionally, SNW has misappropriated money and property belonging to Managei 

namely compensation and money in the form of the Manager’s Fee due to Manager. 

133. As a direct, proximate and legal result of the misappropriations, impermissible, am 

unlawful retention of benefits described herein, Manager seeks an accounting and inspection o 

books and records of SNW as they pertain to the Skywalk Project. 

134. GCSD has been required to retain legal counsel to enforce its rights and seek: 

recovery of all reasonable attorney’s fees and costs incurred in this action. 

TWELFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Defamation) 

135. GCSD incorporates each and every preceding paragraph as though fully set forth 

herein. 

136. SNW, by and through their officers, directors and employees have made false and 

defamatory statements concerning GCSD and its principals. 

137. Such statements include the public statement in the 1 1th  issue of the Gamyu, the 

"Newsletter of the Hualapai Tribe" on May 28, 2010 by Charlie Vaughn that GCSD owes SNW 

$10 million. 

138. An unprivileged publication of the false and defamatory statements was made to 

third parties via this publication. 

139. GCSD has sustained presumed and actual damages as a result of SNW’s statements. 

140. GCSD has been required to retain legal counsel to enforce its rights and seeks 

recovery of all reasonable attorney’s fees and costs incurred in this action. 

THIRTEENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Civil Conspiracy) 

141. GCSD incorporates each and every preceding paragraph as though fully set forth 

herein. 

142. SNW, acting in concert with GCRC and certain members of the Hualapai Tribal 

Council intended to accomplish unlawful objectives, including but not limited to those set forth 

above for the purpose of harming Plaintiff. 
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143. Such objectives include but are not limited to depriving GCSD of amounts it is due 

and its valuable contractual managements rights. 

144. As a direct, proximate and legal result of the conspiracy by SNW, GCSD has been 

damaged. 

145. GCSD has been required to retain legal counsel to enforce its rights and seeks 

recovery of all reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs incurred in this action. 

FOURTEENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Attorney’s Fees) 

146. GCSD incorporates each and every preceding paragraph as though fully set forth 

herein. 

147. GCSD is entitled to seek the requested relief under each of its claims for relief. 

148. GCSD seeks to recover its reasonable attorney’s fees and costs should it prevail in 

this action, as provided for under Section 15.12 of the 2003 Agreement. 

149. Accordingly, as GCSD has been required to retain legal counsel to enforce its rights, 

GCSD seeks recovery of all reasonable attorney’s fees and costs incurred in this action. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff GCSD prays for judgment against SN Was follows: 

1. A declaration that: (i) the 2003 Agreement remains in force and effect, to the extent 

not superseded by documents executed by the Parties; (ii) that the 2004 Letter Amendment 

constitutes a valid and binding amendment to the terms of the 2003 Agreement; (iii) that the 

unexecuted Draft Agreements are of no force or effect; and (iii) that SNW must abide by the 

mandatory Arbitration Provision in the 2003 Agreement; 

2. For an accounting and inspection of the Skywalk Project Books and any other 

financial and business records of SNW as they pertain to the Skywalk; 

3. For an award of compensatory, consequential, statutory, exemplary and punitive 

damages; 

4. For reasonable attorney’s fees, pre- and post-judgment interest, and the costs of 

litigation; and 
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5. 	For such other relief and thrther relief a the Arbitrator may deem just and proper. 

DATED this 21st  day of December, 2011, 

GREENBERG TRALIRI , LLP 

By 
Mark G. Tratos, Esq. 
Donald L. Prunty, Esq. 
3773 Howard Hughes Parkway, Suite 400 North 
Las Vegas, NV 891.69 
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Sandra L. Marshall 
Munager of A, DR Services 
5795 North Palm Ave., 2IId  floor 
Fresno. (’A 93704 
sandrarnarshaI1(dadr.org  

(ileii Hallman 
(A1.1..AGIIER & KINNL1)Y. P.A. 
2575 Last Camelback Road 
Phoenix, AZ 850164225 
t.hcIukneLconi 

by causiog a full, true and correct copy thereof to be sent by email and by mailing in a sealed, first 

class-postage prepaid envelope, addressed to the last known office address of the attorney and 

deposited with the United States Postal Service in Las Vegas Nevada 

cI�:RTI I1CATE OF SERVICE 

The undersigned hereby certifies that on the 21st day of December, 201 1 , 1 served the, 
foregoing AMENDED ARBITRATION COMPLAINT upon: 

Shawn K. Aiken 
Aiken Schenk Attorneys at Law 
4732 North 24th  Street, Suite 100 
Phoenix, AZ 85016 

[.] 
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AMERICAN ARBITRATION ASSOCIATION 

Commercial Panel 

No. 76517Y00191 11 S1M 

In the Matter of the Arbitration of 

Grand Canyon Skywalk Development, LLC 

and 

’Sa’ Nyu Wa, Inc. 

REPORT OF PRELIMINARY HEARING 
AND SCHEDULING ORDER (No. 6) 

Shawn Aiken conducted Preliminary Hearing No. 6 via telephone on 

Wednesday, February 1, 2012, beginning at 11:00 a.m. MST. Attorneys Mark Tratos 

Donald Prunty, and Pamela Overton appeared for Claimant Grand Canyon 

Skywalk Development, LLC. Attorney Glen Hallman appeared for Respondent ’Sa’ 

Nyu Wa, Inc. Our case manager, Ms. Lynn Cortinas, started the call. 

1. 	Report on Status of Document Production. Counsel discussed 

production of records by each side and responses to subpoenas from third parties. 

The parties agreed to submit their separate statements of positions on the current 

discovery disputes, including the scope of the subpoena to Wells Fargo and the point 

of sale documentation, no later than February 8, 2012. We will discuss those 

papers on our next telephone call at 11:00 a.m. (Arizona/MST) on February 9, 

2012. The decision will follow on or very shortly after February 13, 2012. In the 

meantime, Mr. Hallman reported, the Tribe will make all good faith efforts to 

produce certain point of sale documentation by February 10, 2012. Near the end of 

the call, the parties agreed that each side would produce point of sale information 

related to ticket sales. The only question appeared to be whether those records 

would reflect monthly or yearly data. Counsel agreed that daily records were not 

needed for production but available only for review, if needed. 
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2. Status of Deposition Scheduling. The parties have not discussed or 

confirmed the schedule for expert or lay depositions. As Mr. Hallman pointed out, 

the expert witnesses must review the reports and other data related to ticket sales. 

Counsel will discuss, agree upon, and submit their joint prehearing schedule, 

including proposed dates for depositions. The four-hour presumptive limit will apply 

to non-parties and the seven-hour presumptive limit to parties and principals of 

parties. 

3. Agreed Upon Modification To Subpoenas. Mr. Prunty and Mr. 

Hallman agreed that the parties will produce responsive documents related to the 

skywalk operations. Mr. Prunty will draft and Mr. Hallman will review the 

proposed language modifying the subpoenas, which they will submit to the 

arbitrator no later than Wednesday, February 8, 2012. 

4. Payment to Accountant. The parties continue to dispute the 

payment to the accountant (Ms. Jan Allen). Mr. Hallman reports that his client 

made the payment ordered by the Tribunal, but she did not provide the required 

information, Mr. Hallman explained. The parties will submit their positions on this 

dispute for hearing on February 9th  and resolution by the Tribunal thereafter. 

5. Preliminary Hearing No. 7. Our case manager will arrange for and 

confirm our next telephonic preliminary hearing on February 9. 2012 at 11:00 

a.m. (Arizona/MST). During that hearing, the arbitrator will confirm the pre-

hearing schedule (if not agreed upon) and resolve any outstanding discovery 

disputes. 

Dated: 	February, 7, 2012 	 Is! Shawn K Aiken 
Phoenix, Arizona 	 Shawn K. Aiken, Arbitrator 
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IN THE HUALAPAI TRIBAL COURT 

PEACE SPRINGS, ARIZONA 

THE HTJALAPAI INDIAN TRIBE OF THE 
HUALAPAI INDIAN RESERVATION, 
Arizona, 

Plaintiff, 

GRAND CANYON SKY WALK 
DEVELOPMENT, LL,C, a Nevada limited 
liability company, 

Defendant. 

Case No. c O/ 

COMPLAINT IN CONDEMNATION 

(Eminent domain) 

FEB-1-201E 13:11 From: DiVIDJEMRYNDCO 	 To :7929g02 	 Page: 1’31 

2fl2v.- 	PH3: 
1  
2 

4 

5 

’I 

7 

8 

Glen Hallman (SBN 05888) 
Paul Chariton (SBN 012449) 
Christopher W. Thompson (SBN 026384) 
GALLAGHER & KENNEDY, P.A.  
2575 East Caxnelback Road 
Phoenix, Arizona 85016-9225 
Telephone: (602) 530-8000 
Facsimile: (602) 530-8500 
Email: ghfigknetcom 

paul.charltonfigknet.00m 
chris.impson'gkneLcom 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 

FILED  

9 

10 

11 

3 
"N 
-’- 14 

)15 

c16 

1. 
22 	Plaintiff, the Hualapai Indian Tribe (the "Tribe"), by and through its attorney, as 

23 and for its complaint herein, alleges: 

24 	1, 	The Tribe is a sovereign Indian tribe. 

25 	2. 	Defendant Grand Canyon Skywalk Development, LLC ("GCSD") is a 

26 Nevada Limited liability company. 
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1 
	

3. 	This condemnation action is brought pursuant to the Tribe’s inherent 

2 sovereign powers, the Constitution of the Hualapai Indian Tribe, and under the provisions 

3 of Section 2.16 of the Hualapai Tribe Law and Order Code. 

	

4 
	

4. 	GCSD is party to that certain Development and Management Agreement by 

5 and between (3CSD and ISa’ Nyu Wa, a tribally chartered corporation, dated December 

6 31, 2003, and that certain first amendment to Development and Management Agreement 

7 by and between GCSL) and ’Sa’ Nyu Wa a tribally chartered corporation, dated 

8 September 10 2007 (hereinafter individually and collectively referred to as the "Skywalk 

9 Agreement"). 

	

10 
	

5. 	The Skywalk Agreement governs the construction and management by 

11 GCSD of a glass bridge, visitors center and related infrastructure and other improvements 

12 (individually and collectively the "Skywalk"), located within the Hualapai Indian 

13 Reservation at Eagle Point, a location of cultural significance to the Hualapsi Tribe. 

	

1 � 
	

6. 	The Skywalk is owned by the Hualapai Tribe, according to the terms of the 

15 Skywalk Agreement. 

	

16 
	

7. 	The possession, occupation, use and enjoyment of the Slcywalk is by and on 

17 behalf of the general public and the Hualapai Indian Tribe. 

	

18 
	

8. 	The Skywalk provides the Ijualapai Indian Tribe the public benefit of 

19 economic development, general revenues, tourism, employment and the general 

20 economic health of the Huatapai Indian Tribe. 

	

21 
	

9, 	Section 2.16(D) of the Hualapai Tribe Law and Order Code provides that 

22 the Hualapai Tribe may acquit; through its inherent power of eminent domain, all 

23 "tangible or intangible property, including intangible such as contracts, franchises, 

24 licenses, leases, patents, trade routes, and other types of property, including contracts 

25 pertaining to the possession, occupation, use, design, development, improvement, 

26 construction, operation and/or management of property, including property owned by the 

2 
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I Tribe." 

2 	10. Condemnation of GCSIYs interests in the Skywalk Agreement is for a 

3 public use as the construction and management of the Skywalk is a use which concerns 

4 the entirety of the Hualapai Indian Tribe and aU of its members. 

	

5 	11. The integration of the Skywalk with the life of the Hualapai Indian Tribe in 

6 general demonstrates the public nature of the construction and operation of the Skywalk. 

	

7 	12. On February 7, 2012 the Hualapal Tribal Council passed and adopted 

8 Resolution Number 15-2012 (the "Resolution"), which authorized and directs that 

9 appropriate proceedings be undertaken by the Tribe to condemn OCSD’s contractual 

10 interests in the Skywalk Agreement. 

	

Ii 	13. In furtherance of the construction and management of the Skywalk and the 

12 Resolution, the Tribe seeks to acquire by condemnation ownership of absolute title in 

13 GCSD’s contractual interests in the Skywalk Agreement. These contractual interests aie 

14 required by the Hualapai Indian Tribe for the construction and management of the 

15 Skywalic in the public interest, 

	

16 	14. The Tribe has immediate need of the ownership of all contractual interests 

17 in the Skywalk, and has made plans to commence construction of Skywalk improvements 

18 and management of the Skywalk for the benefit of the public and the Tribe. 

	

19 	Wherefore, the Tribe prays for judgment as follows: 

	

20 	a. 	For a determination of the respected interest of the named defendants or 

	

21 	any other persons in the Sk)rwalk Agreement. 

	

22 	b. 	For a determination of the value of GCSD’s contractual interests in the 

	

23 	Skywalk Agreement. 

	

24 	o. 	For interlocutory order of the court permitting the Tribe to take immediate 

	

25 	possession of all contractual interests in the Skywalk Agreement, in accordance 

	

26 	with Section 2.16(f) of the Hualapai Tribe Law and Order Code. 

I 
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d. 	For a final decree and condemnation vesting the aforesaid interests and 

estates in the Skywalk Agreement in the Tribe, and forever barring and estopping 

defendants from claiming any rights, title or interest in and to the Skywalk 

Agreement. 

C. 	For such other and further relief as the Court may deem proper. 

Respectfully submitted this . 	 day of February, 2012, 

GALLAGHER & KENNEDY, P.A. 

By:  _0!  ~e � 
Glet! Hallman 
Paul Charlton 
Christopher W. Thompson 
2575 East Cainelback Road 
Phoenix, Arizona 85016-9225 
4ttorneys for Plaint iff 

ORIGINAL of the foregoing filed 
thisday of February, 2012 with: 

The Hualapal Tribal Court 
960 Rodeo Way 
P.O. Box 275 
Peach Springs, AZ 86434 

COPY Sent via U.S. Mail 
this same day to: 

Pamela M. Overton 
GREENBERG TRAURIG, LU’ 
2375 East Camelback Road, Suite 700 
Phoenix, AZ 85016 
Email: OvertonP'gtlaw.com  

AND 
Mark Tratos 
GREENBERG TRAURIG, LLP 
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3773 Howard Hughes ?arkway, Suite 400 North 
Las Vegas, NV 89169 
E-mail: TratosM(gt1awcom 

AND 
Troy A. Bid 
GREENBERG TRAURIG, LLF 
1200 17th Street, Suite 2400 
Denver, CO 80202 
E-mail- BidTgtIaw.com  
Attorneys for Grand Canyon Skywalk Development, LLC 

5 
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FEB 8 2012 

Glen Hallman (SBN 05888) 
Paul Charlton (SBN 012449) 
Christopher W. Thompson (SEN 0263 84) 
GALLAGHER & KENNEDY, P.A. 
2575 East Camelback Road 
Phoenix, Arizona 85016-9225 
Telephone: (602) 530-8000 
Facsimile: (602) 530-8500 
Email: gh'gknet,eom 

paul,charltonfigknet.coin 
os.thompson(gknet.00m 

Attarney.r for Plaintiff 

THE fflJALA?AX TRIBAL COURT 

PEACH SPRINGS, ARIZONA 

THE HUALAPAI INDIAN TRIBE OF THE CaseNo, c;° / : z- eY- u /7 
HUALAPAX INDIAN RESERVATION, 
Arizona, 	 TEMPORARY RESTRAINING 

ORDER 
plaintiff,  

WA 

GRAND CANYON SKY WALK 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Nevada limited 
liability company, 

Defendant 

This matter came before the Court on the Hua[apai Indian Tribe’s (the "Tribe") 

Application for Temporary Restraining Order (the "Application"). Upon the tile, record, 

and proceedings in this action, the Tribe has shown that Defendant Grand Canyon 

Skywalk Development, LLC (GCSD") poses a threat of actual or imminent ham to the 

property interests of the Hualapal Tribe. 

RECEIVED 
FEB 08 2012 
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( 

	

1 
	

NOW THEREFORE, sufficient cause appearing, 

	

2 
	

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that GCSD, its oft1ers, agents, employees and 

3 persons and entities in active concert or participation with GCSD are restrained and 

4 enjoined from destroying or damaging any property located at the Grand Canyon 

5 Skywalk and which is the subject of OC$lYs contractual interest in that certain 

6 Development and Management Agreement, dated as of December 31, 2003, as amended 

7 (the "Skywalk Agreement"), and from taking, removing, or absconding with such 

8 property from the Hualapai Reservation, 

	

9 
	

IT IS HEREBY FURTHER ORDERED that the parties shall appear before the 

	

10 
	

Court on the ._/?’ 1day of 	 _,2012,at  

ii to show cause, if any, why a preliminary injunction should not issue. 

	

12 
	

IT IS HEREBY I?TJRTHBR ORDERED that this Temporary Restraining Order 

13 shall expire on the above date, unless otherwise ordered by the Court. 

14 

15 

	

16 
	

DONE IN OPEN COURT THIS 	day of February, 2012. 

17 

	

18 
	

S 

	

19 
	

Thwlapai Tribal Court J4e , 
20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

2 
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Name and Address of Applicant :  
Hualapaf Indian Tribe, 0/0 

Glen Hallman 
Paul Charlton 
Christopher Thompson 
GALLAGHER & KENNEDY, P.A. 
2575 East Camelback Road 
Phoenix, Mzona 85016-9225 
Telephone: (602) 530-8000 
Facsimile: (602) 5308500 

Name and Address of the Restrained Party: 
Grand Canyon Skywalk Development L.LC, do 

Pamela M. Overton 
GIEENERG TRAURIG, LLP 
2375 Best Cumelback Road, Suite 700 
Phoenix, AZ 85016 

AND 
Mark Tratos 
GREENBERG TRAURIG, 112 
3773 Howard Hughes Parkway, Suite 400 North 
Las Vegas, NV 89169 

AND 
Troy A, Rid 
GIUIENBERG TRAURIG, LLP. 
1200 17th Street, Suite 2400 
Denver, CO 80202 
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GLEN HALLMAN 
DIRECT DiAL. (602) 530-8471 

E-MAIL: GH@GKNET.COM  

2575 EAST CAMELBACK ROAD 
PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85016-9225 

PHONE (602) 530-8000 
FAX: (602) 530-8500 

WWW.GKNET.COM  

GALLAGHER & KENNEDY 
RA. 

LAW OFFICES 

February 9, 2012 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Ms. Sandra L. Marshall 
Manager of ADR Services 
American Arbitration Association 
6795 North Palm Avenue, 2 Floor 
San Francisco, California 9370 

Shawn Aiken, Esq. 
Aiken Schenk Hawkins & Ricciardi PC 
4742 North 24th Street, Suite 100 
Phoenix, Arizona 85016 
Arbitrator 

Re: 76517Y001911S1M 
Grand Canyon Sky walk Development, LLC., a Nevada 
limited liability company 
and ’Sa’ Nyu Wa, Inc., a Hualapai chartered corporation 

Dear Ms. Marshall and Mr. Aiken: 

As was discussed during our last telephone call, the Hualapai Tribal Council has initiated 
eminent domain proceedings against GCSD to acquire its contractual interests in the Skywalk 
Development and Management Agreement. Since that Agreement is the sole basis for this 
proceeding, the effect of this action is to render this entire proceeding moot. Obviously it makes 
no sense for the Hualapai Tribe to be litigating against a Hualapai-Tribally chartered corporation. 

To be clear: Hualapai Tribe’s initiation of eminent domain proceedings against GCSD’s 
contractual interests in the agreement includes all such interests, including OCSD’s limited 
rights to request or initiate any arbitration against SNW. Simply, the Tribe is "stepping into the 
shoes" of GCSD for all matters relating to the agreement. 

For your information, enclosed are copies of the Complaint in Condemnation and 
Declaration of Taking filed in Hualapai Tribal Court. 

There being no purpose in any further AAA proceedings, we have been instructed to 
terminate SNW’s voluntary participation in this proceeding. 

We invite the AAA to send us a final statement of costs incurred prior to your receipt of 
this letter. Neither SNW nor the Tribe will be responsible for any future costs incurred by the 
AAA thereafter. 
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Shawn Aiken, Esq. 
Ms. Sandra L. Marshall 
February 10, 2012 
Page 2 

Thank you 

Sincerely yours, 

GALLAGHER & KENNEDY, P.A. 

By: 
Glen Hallman 

GH:dy 
Enclosures 
cc: 	Mark Tratos, Esq. 

W. 
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Shawn Aiken, Esq. 
Ms. Sandra L. Marshall 
February 10, 2012 
Page 3 

bec: Waylon Honga 
Charles Vaughn 
Wanda Easter 
Jaci Ulmer 
Terry Thompson 
Chris Thompson 
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Glen Hallman (SBN 05888) 
Paul Chariton (SBN 012449) 
Christopher W. Thompson (SBN 026384) 
GALLAGHER & KENNEDY, P.A. 
2575 East Camelback Road 
Phoenix, Arizona 85016-9225 
Telephone: (602) 530-8000 
Facsimile: (602) 530-8500 
Email: gh@gknet.com  

paul.charltonfigknet.com  
chris.thompsongknet,com 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 

IN THE HIJALAPAI TRIBAL COURT 

PEACH SPRINGS, ARIZONA 

THE HUALAPAI INDIAN TRIBE OF THE Case No. 
HUALAPAI INDIAN RESERVATION, 

	

Arizona, 	 COMPLAINT IN CONDEMNATION 

Plaintiff, 	 (Eminent domain) 

V. 

GRAND CANYON SKY WALK 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Nevada limited 
liability company, 

Defendant. 

Plaintiff, the Hualapai Indian Tribe (the "Tribe"), by and through its attorney, as 

and for its complaint herein, alleges: 

1. The Tribe is a sovereign Indian tribe. 

2. Defendant Grand Canyon Skyw&k Development, LLC ("GCSD") is a 

Nevada limited liability company. 
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3. 	This condemnation action is brought pursuant to the Tribe’s inherent 

2 sovereign powers, the Constitution of the Hualapai Indian Tribe, and under the provisions 

3 of Section 2.16 of the Hualapai Tribe Law and Order Code. 

4 
	

4. 	GCSD is party to that certain Development and Management Agreement by 

5 and between GCSD and ’Sa’ Nyu Wa, a tribally chartered corporation, dated December 

6 31, 2003, and that certain first amendment to Development and Management Agreement 

7 by and between GCSD and ’Sa’ Nyu Wa a tribally chartered corporation, dated 

8 September 10, 2007 (hereinafter individually and collectively referred to as the "Skywalk 

9 Agreement"). 

10 
	

5. 	The Skywa]k Agreement governs the construction and management by 

II GCSD of a glass bridge, visitors center and related infrastructure and other improvements 

12 (individually and collectively the "Skywalk"), located within the Hualapai Indian 

13 Reservation at Eagle Point, a location of cultural significance to the Hualapai Tribe. 

14 
	

6. 	The Skywalk is owned by the Hualapai Tribe, according to the terms of the 

15 Skywalk Agreement. 

16 
	

7. 	The possession, occupation, use and enjoyment of the Skywalk is by and on 

17 behalf of the general public and the l-lualapai Indian Tribe, 

18 
	

8. 	The Skywallc provides the Hualapai Indian Tribe the public benefit of 

19 economic development, general revenues, tourism, employment and the general 

20 economic health of the Hualapai Indian Tribe. 

21 
	

9. 	Section 2.16(D) of the Hualapai Tribe Law and Order Code provides that 

22 the Hualapai Tribe may acquire, through its inherent power of eminent domain, all 

23 "tangible or intangible property, including intangible such as contracts, franchises, 

24 licenses, leases, patents, trade routes, and other types of property, including contracts 

25 pertaining to the possession, occupation, use, design, development, improvement, 

26 construction, operation and/or management of property, including property owned by the 

2 
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I 
	

Tribe." 

	

2 
	

10. Condemnation of GCSD’s interests in the Skywalk Agreement is for a 

3 public use, as the construction and management of the Skywalk is a use which concerns 

4 the entirety of the Flualapai Indian Tribe and all of its members. 

	

5 
	

11. 	The integration of the Skywalk with the life of the Flualapal Indian Tribe in 

6 general demonstrates the public nature of the construction and operation of the Skywalk. 

	

7 
	

12, 	On February 7, 2012 the Hualapai Tribal Council passed and adopted 

8 Resolution Number 15-2012 (the "Resolution"), which authorized and directs that 

9 appropriate proceedings be undertaken by the Tribe to condemn GCSD’s contractual 

10 interests in the Skywalk Agreement. 

	

11 
	

13. In furtherance of the construction and management of the Skywalk and the 

12 Resolution, the Tribe seeks to acquire by condemnation ownership of absolute title in 

13 GCSD’s contractual interests in the Skywalk Agreement. These contractual interests are 

14 required by the Hualapai Indian Tribe for the construction and management of the 

15 Skywalk in the public interest. 

	

16 
	

14. 	The Tribe has immediate need of the ownership of all contractual interests 

17 in the Skywalk, and has made plans to commence construction of Skywalk improvements 

18 and management of the Skywalk for the benefit of the public and the Tribe. 

	

19 
	

Wherefore, the Tribe prays for judgment as follows: 

	

20 	a. 	For a determination of the respected interest of the named defendants or 

	

21 	any other persons in the Skywalk Agreement. 

	

22 
	

b. 	For a determination of the value of GCSD’s contractual interests in the 

	

23 
	

Skywalk Agreement. 

	

24 
	

C. 	For interlocutory order of the court permitting the Tribe to take immediate 

	

25 
	

possession of all contractual interests in the Skywalk Agreement, in accordance 

	

26 
	

with Section 2.16(f) of the Hualapai Tribe Law and Order Code. 

3 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20. 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

d. For a final decree and condemnation vesting the aforesaid interests and 

estates in the Skywalk Agreement in the Tribe, and forever barring and estopping 

defendants from claiming any rights, title or interest in and to the Skywalk 

Agreement. 

e. For such other and further relief as the Court may deem proper. 

Respectfully submitted this G day of February, 2012. 

GALLAGHER & KENNEDY, P.A. 

By: 
Gle Hailman 
Paul Charlton 
Christopher W. Thompson 
2575 East Camelback Road 
Phoenix, Arizona 85016-9225 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 

ORIGINAL of the foregoing filed 
thisday of February, 2012 with: 

The Hualapai Tribal Court 
960 Rodeo Way 
P.O. Box 275 
Peach Springs, AZ 86434 

COPY sent via U.S. Mail 
this same day to: 

Pamela M. Overton 
GREENBERG TRAURIG, LLP 
2375 East Camelback Road, Suite 700 
Phoenix, AZ 85016 
E-mail: OvertonPgt1aw.com  

AND 
Mark Tratos 
GREENBERG TRAU’RIG, LLP 
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3773 Howard Hughes Parkway, Suite 400 North 
Las Vegas, NV 89169 
E-mail: TratosMgt1aw.com  

AND 
Troy A. Eid 
GREENBERG TRAURIG, LLP 
1200 17th Street, Suite 2400 
Denver, CO 80202 
E-mail: EidTgt1awcom 
Attorneys for Grand Canyon Skywalk Development, LLC 

Y 

I 
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3 

4 

5 

61 

7 

8 

9 
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5 
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Glen Hallman (SBN 05888) 
Paul Chariton (SBN 012449) 
Christopher W. Thompson (SBN 0263 84) 
GALLAGHER & KENNEDY, P.A. 
2575 East Camelback Road 
Phoenix, Arizona 85016-9225 
Telephone: (602) 530-8000 
Facsimile: (602) 530-8500 
Email: ghgknet.com  

paul.charJtongknet.com  
chris.thompsonfigknet.com  

Attorneys for Plaintiff 

IN THE BIJALAPAI TRIBAL COURT 

PEACH SPRINGS, ARIZONA 

THE HUALAPAI INDIAN TRIBE OF THE Case No. 	 -Y-O/7 
HUALAPAX INDIAN RESERVATION, 
Arizona, 	 DECLARATION OF TAKING 

Plaintiff, 	 (Eminent domain) 

V . 

GRAND CANYON SKYWALK 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Nevada limited 
liability company, 

Defendant. 

Plaintiff, the Hualapai Indian Tribe (the "Tribe"), by and through its 

attorneys, pursuant to Section 2.16(F)(24) of the Hualapai Tribe Law and Order Code, 

hereby declares that it has taken possession of all interests of Grand Canyon Skywalk 

Development, LLC ("GCSD") in that certain Development and Management Agreement 

by and between GCSD and "Sa’ Nyu Wa, a tribally chartered corporation, dated 

HUi PMTRIBM. 

207FEB8 P11 3:56 

FILED 
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December 31, 2003, and that certain first amendment to Development and Management 

Agreement by and between GCSD and ’Sa’ Nyu Wa, a tribally chartered corporation, 

dated September 10, 2007 (hereinafter individually and collectively referred to as the 

"Skywalk Agreement"). 

Accordingly, the Tribe is entitled to an order from the Court that absolute title in 

such contractual interests vests in the Tribe and that the Tribe shall be the party to the 

Skywalk Agreement in full place and stead of GCSD, with the right to just compensation 

vesting in GCSD. 

The public use for which the property is taken is the construction and management 

of the Skywalk located at Eagle Point within the Hualapai Tribal Reservation, which 

construction and operation concerns the entirety of the Hualapal Indian Tribe and its 

people and promotes the general interest of the Hualapai Indian Tribe and its peoples. 

The amount of money estimated by the Tribe to be just compensation for the 

property taken is $11,040,000. 

Now, therefore, the Tribe requests the Court enter an order vesting absolute title in 

GCSD’s contractual interests in the Skywalk Agreement and that the Tribe shall be the 

party thereto in flitl place and stead of GCSD, with the right to just compensation vesting 

in GCSD. 

Respectfully submitted this ... day of February, 2012. 

GALLAGI1ER & KENNEDY, P.A. 

By: 
Glen 1aIIman 
Paul Charlton 
Christopher W. Thompson 
2575 East. Camelback Road 
Phoenix, Arizona 85016-9225 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 

2 
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I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Tribal Certification 

I, Chairwoman, Louise Benson hereby certify this Declaration of Taking, and 
declare that the property described in the Complaint is taken for the Tribe. 

WM, ,-,i 0- A: ~ 0~ "i 
toubeBensdn 

7 

8 
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10 

11 

12 

13 
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ORIGINAL of the foregoing filed 
this ’day of February, 2012 with: 

The Huaiapai Tribal Court 
960 Rodeo Way 
P.O. Box 275 
Peach Springs, AZ 86434 

COPY sent via U.S. Mail 
this same day to: 

Pamela M. Overton 
GREENBERG TRAURJG, LLP 
2375 East Cainelback Road, Suite 700 
Phoenix, AZ 85016 
E-mail: OvertonP@gtlaw.com  

AND 
Mark Tratos 
GREENBERG TRAURIG, LLP 
3773 Howard Hughes Parkway, Suite 400 North 
Las Vegas, NV 89169 
E-mail: TratosMgtlaw.com  

AND 
Troy A. Bid 
GREENBERG TRAURIG, LLP 
1200 17th Street, Suite 2400 
Denver, CO 80202 
E-mail; EidTgt1aw.com  

_4ttgrneys for Grand Canyon S1alk Development, LLC 
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Ney, Cynthia (Para-LV-LT) 

From: 	 Hallman, Glen <GH@gknet.com > 
Sent 	 Thursday, February 09, 2012 12:12 PM 
To: 	 SandraMarshall@adr.org ; ska@ashrlaw.com  
Cc: 	 Tratos, Mark (Shld-LV-Ent); Prunty, Donald L. (Shld-LV-LT) 
Subject 	 Notice of Voluntary Dismissal with Prejudice 
Attachments: 	 GK_DOCS-#2980820-vl-Eminentj)omain_Ordinance--As_Enacted.PDF 

Under Section 2.16 of the Hualapai Law & Order Code (attached), upon the filing of the The "Declaration of 
Taking," The Tribe acquired all of GCSD interests in the 2003 Development and Management 
Agreement. Accordingly, the Tribe hereby gives its notice of voluntary dismissal with prejudice of the AAA 
arbitration proceeding. 

The Declaration of Taking is self-executing: upon filing, "title to the estate or interests specified in the 
Declaration of Taking vests in the Tribe...." Hualapai Law & Order Code, Section 2.16(F)(4)(a). Since the 
taking was of "an intangible such as a contract," the Tribe became "the party thereto itt place and instead of the 
defendant, to the full extent as if the Tribe and not the defendant were the original signator or party thereto, and 
the Defendant shall no longer be a party thereto." Id. 

Also, GCSD is "deemed to have surrendered" its contractual interests to the Tribe, "and any attempt by such 
parties to remain in possession of the property or otherwise to exert control over or with respect to the property 
shall be deemed a trespass against the Tribe." Hualapai Law & Order Code, Section 2.1 6(F)(4)(c). 

Assuming that the Defendant timely files a motion to dismiss the condemnation action pursuant to Hualapai 
Law and Order Code Section 2.16(F)(6), during the pendency of such a motion "the Tribe shall hold a 
defeasible title to the property listed in the Declaration of Taking." Hualapai Law & Order Code, Section 
2.1 6(F)(6)(d). 

Further: 

The Tribe shall have the full right and authority to possess and use the property, including acting as 
the party to the contract or other intangible property, 

described in the Declaration of Taking. The Tribe’s right and authority to possess and use the 
property, including acting as the party to the contract 

or other intangible property described in the Declaration of Taking shall not be delayed or 
prevented through any court action. Id. 

Accordingly, Messrs. Tratos and Prunty are no longer authorized to act on behalf of GCSD in the AAA 
Arbitration. As previously stated, GCSD’s sole legal recourse with respect to the contract is its constitutional 
right to just compensation. 

Thank you. 

This message and any of the attached documents contain information from the law firm of Gallagher & Kennedy, P.A. that may be 
confidential and/or privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, you may not read, copy, distribute, or use this information, and no 
privilege has been waived by your inadvertent receipt. If you have received this transmission in error, please notify the sender by reply 
e-mail and then delete this message. Thank you. 
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Glen Mailman (SI3N 05888) 
Paul Chariton (SBN 012449) 
Christopher W. Thompson (SBN 026384) 
GALLAGHER & KENNEDY, P.A. 
2575 East Camelback Road 
Phoenix, Arizona 85016-9225 
Telephone: (602) 530-8000 
Facsimile: (602) 530-8500 
Email: gh'gknet.com  

paul.cbarltonfigicnet.com  
cbris.thompsonfigknet.eom 

Attorneys for Plaintiff  

IN THE HUALAPA! TRIBAL COURT 

PEACH SPRINGS, ARIZONA 

THE MUALAPAI INDIAN TRIBE OF THE 
HUALAPA! INDIAN RESERVATION, 
Arizona, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

GRAND CANYON SKY WALK 
DEVELOPMENT, MC, a Nevada limited 
liability company, 

Defendant. 

Case No  

TEMPORARY RESTRAINING 
ORDER 

FEB - 9 

TRIBAL 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

II 

12 

13 

jLI 

’7 

18 

19’ 

20 

21 

22 	This’ matter came before the Court on the Hualapai Indian Tribe’s (the "Tribe") 

23 Application for Temporary Retthining Order (the "Application"). Upon the file, record, 

24 and proceedings in this action, the Tribe has shown that Defendant Grand Canyon 

25 Skywaik Development, LLC ("GCSD") poses a threat of actual or imminent harm to the 

26 property interests of the MualapaL Tribe 
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20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

2979734 

Name and Address of Applicant: 
Hualapai Indian Tribe, do 
Glen Hallman 
Paul Charlton 
Christopher Thompson 
GALLAGHER & KENNEDY, P.A. 
2575 East Camelback Road 
Phoenix, Arizona 85016-9225 
Telephone: (602) 530-8000 
Facsimile: (602) 530-8500 

Name and Address of the Restrained Party: 
Grand Canyon Skywalk Development, LLC, do 
Pamela M. Overton 
GREENBERG TRAURIG, LLP 
2375 East Camelback Road, Suite 700 
Phoenix, AZ 85016 

AND 
Mark Tratos 
GREENBERG TRAURJG, LLP 
3773 Howard Hughes Parkway, Suite 400 North 
Las Vegas, NV 89169 

AND 
Troy A. Bid 
GREENBERG TRAUJUG, LLP 
1200 17th Street, Suite 2400 
Denver, CO 80202 

:3 
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I 
	

NOW THEREFORE, sufficient cause appearing, 

	

2 
	

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that (3CSD, its officers, agents, employees and 

3 persons and entities in active concert or participation with GCSD are restrained and 

4 enjoined from destroying or damaging any property located at the Grand Canyon 

5 Skywalk and which is the subject of OCSD’s contractual interest in that certain 

6 Development and Management Agreement, dated as of December 31, 2003, as amended 

7 (the "Skywalk Agreement"), and from taking, removing, or absconding with such 

8 property from the Hualapai Reservation. 

	

9 
	

IT IS HEREBY FURTHER ORDERED that the parties shall appear before the 

	

10 
	

Court on the I 7"? day o 	
// 	

, 2012, at, .  _3 DV o’clock 12k. m, 

U to show cause, if any, why a preliminary injunction should not issue. 

	

12 
	

IT IS HEREBY FURTHER ORDERED that this Temporary Restraining Order 

13 shall expire on the above date, unless otherwise ordered by the Court. 

14 

15 

	

16 
	

DONE IN OPEN COURT THI 	day of February, 2012. 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 
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Case 3:12-cv-08030-DGC Document 1 Filed 02/16/12 Page 1 of 49 

Pamela M. Overton (AZ Bar No. 009062) 
Tracy L. Weiss (AZ Bar No. 027289) 
GREENBERG TRAURIG, LLP 
2375 E. Camelback Rd., Ste. 700 
Phoenix, Arizona 85016 
Telephone: (602) 445-8000 
Facsimile: (602) 445-8100 
E-mail: OvertonPgt1aw.com ; WeissTgtlaw.com  

9 

10 

11,  

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

Mark Tratos (NV Bar No. 1086) (Pro Hac Vice Admission Pending) 
GREENBERG TRAURIG, LLP 
3773 Howard Hughes Parkway 
Ste. 400 North 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89169 
Telephone: (702),792-3773 
Facsimile: (702) 792-9002 
Email: TratosMgt1aw.com  

Troy A. Eid (CO Bar No. 21164) (Pro Hac Vice Admission Pending) 
Robert S. Thompson IV (CO Bar No. 42658) (Pro Hac Vice Admission Pending) 
GREENBERG TRAURIG, LLP 
1200 17th  Street, Suite 2400 
Denver, CO 80202 
Telephone: (303) 572-6500 
Facsimile (720) 904-7621 
Email: EidTgt1aw.com , thompsonrogtlaw.com  

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF ARIZONA 

Grand Canyon Skywalk Development, 	No. 
LLC, a Nevada limited liability 
company, 

Plaintiff, 	 COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY 
AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 

U vs. 

’SA’ NYU WA, a tribally-chartered 

23 corporation established under the laws of 
the Hualapai Indian Tribe; GRAND 

24 CANYON RESORT CORPORATION; 

25 
a tribally-chartered corporation 
established under the laws of the 
Hualapai Indian Tribe; LOUISE 26 
BENSON, RICHARD WALERMA, 

27 SR, WYNONA SINYELLA, RUBY 
STEELE, SHERIYELLOWHAWK, 28 

1 of 49 
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Case 3:12-cv.08030-DGC Document 1 Filed 02/16/12 Page 2 of 49 

1 

2 

3 

4 

ri 

CANDIDA HUNTER, BARNEY 
ROCKY IMUS, WAYLON HONGA, 
CHARLES VAUGHN, SR., each 
individuals and members of the Hualapai 
Tribal Council; WANDA EASTER and 
JACI DUGAN, each individuals and 
Hualapai Indian Tribe employees; and 
HON. JOLENE COONEY and HON. 
DUANE YELLOWHAWK, each 
individuals and judges of the Hualapai 
Tribal Court, 

	

8 
	

Defendants. 

9 

	

10 
	

For its complaint against Defendants Louise Benson, Richard Walerma, Sr., W 

11 Sinyella, Ruby Steele, Sheri Yellowhawk, Candida Hunter, Barney Rocky Imus, Waylon 

12 Honga, Charles Vaughn, Sr. (the "Council Defendants"); Ruby Steel, Waylon Honga,’ Wanda 

13 Easter and Jaci Dugan (the "Administrative Defendants"); and Hon. Duane Yellowhawk 

14 Hon. Jolene Cooney, each judges of the Hualapai Tribal Court (together, "Tribal C 

15 I Defendants"), ’Sa’ Nyu Wa, Inc ("SNW"), Grand Canyon Resort Corporation ("GCRC"), 

16 Plaintiff Grand Canyon Skywalk Development, LLC ("GCSD") alleges as follows. 

17 

18 

19 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

27 For clarification purposes, Defendants Steel and Honga are both council members and 
employees of GCRC and SNW and are therefore named as both Council Defendants and 

28 Administrative Defendants. 
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Case 3:12-cv-08030-DGC Document 1 Filed 02/16/12 Page 3 of 49 
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